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In 1937, Gustav Bumcke (1876-1963) composed the Scherzo, op. 67 for alto saxophone 

and double-action pedal harp.  Since then, over 50 duos were written for various members of the 

saxophone family and the pedal harp, yet most of this repertoire is rarely performed and many 

artists are not yet aware of it. This document investigates works that are (1) composed for two 

musicians: a harpist and a saxophonist; (2) intended for the double-action pedal harp; and (3) 

originally composed for this instrumentation (no transcriptions).  

In Part I, An Investigation of the Development of the Genre, pieces are introduced in 

chronological order, and placed in historical context. Composers such as Gustave Bumcke and 

Jean Absil wrote short tonal pieces for alto saxophone and harp. In 1969, Günther Tautenhahn 

composed the Elegy for tenor saxophone and harp, featuring disjunct melodies with wide 

intervals. In France, Yvonne Desportes and Ida Gotkovsky composed pieces for alto saxophone 

and harp. Their pieces are substantially longer in duration and have much higher technical 

demands for both instruments. During the 1980s composers such as Jacqueline Fontyn, Marc 

Tallet, and Griffith Rose used a variety of extended techniques and avant-garde notation. 

Mauricio Kagel’s Zwei Akte from 1989 is the longest piece in the genre (c. 28 minutes), with 

pervasive use of extended techniques. During the 1990s composers wrote saxophone and harp 

duos involving the bass saxophone and the soprano saxophone. Composers such as Quinto 

Maganini, François Rossé, Armando Ghidoni, and Tomislav Hmeljak wrote pedagogical pieces, 

suitable for young and intermediate students. 



In Part II, Annotated Bibliography, 30 published, readily available works for saxophone 

and harp are presented. The annotation for each piece includes: title, composer (years), 

dedication, duration, publisher or contact information for obtaining the piece, type of saxophone 

used, saxophone criteria grade of difficulty chart, harp criteria grade of difficulty chart, and a 

short discussion of the piece’s form, harmony (if applicable), and any outstanding characteristics. 
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PART I  

MUSIC FOR SAXOPHONE AND HARP: AN INVESTIGATION  

OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENRE
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and Significance 

In 1937, Gustav Bumcke (1876-1963) composed the Scherzo, op. 67 for alto saxophone 

and double-action pedal harp.  Since then, over fifty duos were written for various members of 

the saxophone family and the pedal harp, yet most of this repertoire is rarely performed and 

many artists are not yet aware of it.  There are no books or dissertations discussing this particular 

instrumentation, only one article,1 and very few recordings. In addition, the main source of 

repertoire listings for the saxophone, Jean-Marie Londeix’s A Comprehensive Guide to the 

Saxophone Repertoire: 1844-20032 proves ineffective in several regards when exploring this 

medium. Upon collecting pieces for saxophone and harp, several noteworthy works composed 

during 2003 and earlier were easily obtainable, yet they do not appear in Londeix’s bibliography. 

Other pieces that appear on Londeix’s list were written for keyboard instruments, and would 

need extensive adaptation to be performed on the harp. Other pieces existed only as manuscripts 

and were even considered lost by their composers when contacted. List entries do not include 

descriptions of the pieces, difficulty, range, or other aspects that would be helpful to performers. 

Due to these issues, an updated list of readily available, original works for saxophone and harp, 

combined with a detailed description of each work, is needed. 

The purpose of this document is to create an annotated bibliography with the following 

historical, pedagogical, and descriptive goals provided below. 

                                                 
1 Ton Verhiel. “Harfe und Saxophon.” Arbeitsgemeinschaft deutscher Saxophonisten e. V.  erschien zuerst 

in "Sax Info Nr. 39/40" (19./20. Jahrgang 2004) 
2 Jean-Marie Londeix, Bruce Ronkin, ed. A Comprehensive Guide to the Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-

2003. (Cherry Hill, NJ: Roncorp, 2003). 
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Historical Goals 

Music for saxophone and harp possesses a unique, esoteric status. Composers of different 

eras, from diverse backgrounds and nationalities, wrote for this instrumentation throughout the 

twentieth century. Lack of awareness of this genre’s historical depth among performers, 

composers, and the audience creates the false impression of a “new” genre.  

Exemplative of this issue is the “Harp ’N Sax” duo. This is an actively performing duo in 

Denmark, with Per Eghølm, saxophone and Tine Rehling, harp. No recordings by this duo have 

been made to date, but on their Internet site, they write: 

It is very rare to combine harp and saxophone, and Harp 'N Sax still think to be [sic] the 
only duo of this kind in Northern Europe. […] The audience is often amazed by the 
intense expression that arises by combining the graceful character of the harp with the 
melodic sensuality of the saxophone.3  
 

Compiling pieces and placing them in an historical context will yield several insights into the 

development of the genre. It will be of both academic and artistic value to investigate composers’ 

approaches for this specific instrumentation. It seems that some composers, such as Mauricio 

Kagel and Griffith Rose, made full use of the harp’s idiomatic qualities, while others, such as 

Anne-Marie Mimet and Paul Aliprandi used it as a substitute for piano. A similar claim can be 

made for saxophone: Roslyn Brogue and Jan Friedlin composed melodies that are neither 

idiomatic to the saxophone nor instrument-specific, while Jacquelyn Fontyn and Isabelle 

Marcoux display familiarity with the capabilities of the saxophone.  

 

                                                 
3 SNYK: Secretariat for Contemporary Music homepage. <http://www.snyk.dk/417/11153/pageserve.php>, 

last viewed on 8/15/06. 
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Pedagogical Goals 

Often, students perform repertoire because it was assigned by their professor, or recently 

heard at a recital. When college students select repertoire for their recital, they might not have a 

broad understanding of the literature combined with a limited skill. As a result, many works in 

the extensive saxophone repertoire are rarely performed, not because of lack of musical 

inspiration, but because of a lack of knowledge. The pedagogical goal of this document is to 

assist performers in selecting pieces that are appropriate for their program and skill level, thus 

encouraging teachers and students to incorporate works for saxophone and harp into their 

performance repertoire.  

 

Descriptive Goals 

Currently, only three commercial recordings of saxophone and harp are available, two of 

which contain only transcriptions.4  Jean-Marie Londeix’s A Comprehensive Guide to the 

Saxophone Repertoire: 1844-2003 offers more than fifty original pieces in the genre. Mark 

Palkovic’s Harp Music Bibliography: Chamber Music and Concertos5 lists a smaller amount of 

pieces for harp and saxophone. While a valuable resource, the brevity of each entry in both 

books offers little help for performers looking for unique or even exotic repertoire. A study that 

includes descriptions of each piece, an assigned level of difficulty for each saxophone and harp, 

and the means for obtaining the piece would be helpful to harpists and saxophonists alike. 

                                                 
4 Paul Brodie and Erica Goodman. Soprano Saxophone and Harp. (Compact disc, Ontario, Canada: Truly 

Fine Records, 1987). 
Hermann Rid and Martina Holler. Saxophon & Harfe, vol. I. (Compact disc, Germany: FARAO, 1995). 

Saxophon & Harfe, vol. II. (Compact disc, Germany: FARAO, 2001). Mauricio Kagel. Zwei Akte; Rrrrrrr--: 5 
Jazzstücke; Blue's blue. (Paris: Disques Montaigne: Wotre Music [distributor], 1991). Paul Brodie’s CD contains 
only transcriptions. Herman Rid’s vol. I contains only transcriptions; vol. II is a mixture of original works and 
transcriptions. 

5 Mark Palkovic. Harp Music Bibliography: Chamber Music and Concertos. (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow 
Press, 2002). 
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Criteria for Selection of Repertoire 

In the selection of repertoire for this study, the main criterion for inclusion was that the 

piece be composed for two musicians: a harpist and a saxophonist. Important pieces in the 

repertoire that include saxophone and harp, such as Charles Koechlin’s Epitaphe de Jean Harlow 

for flute, alto saxophone, and harp and Heitor Villa Lobos’s Sextuor Mystique6 for flute, oboe, 

alto saxophone, harp, celesta, and guitar will not be included in this study because they involve 

more than two musicians. Moreover, all the pieces in this study are for double-action pedal harp.  

Harpist Erica Goodman and saxophonist Paul Brodie7 have successfully transcribed pieces from 

other idioms in order to enrich their literature; however, the main focus of this study is original 

music for this particular instrumentation.  

Many composers have written for possible alternate instrumentations. For instance, if the 

composer included the saxophone as an optional instrument, the piece will be included in this 

study. Jean Absil’s Sicilienne (1950) is such a piece. The score indicates one performer on flute, 

oboe, clarinet, saxophone in E-flat, or saxophone in B-flat, and one performer on the harp or 

piano can play the piece. The composer’s original intent allowed that the instrumentation could 

potentially be saxophone and harp. 

Some pieces were previously attributed to the saxophone and harp genre by error. An 

instance of this is the Partita (1980) by Krzysztof Baculewski (born in 1950, Warsaw). This 

piece is included in Londeix’s A Comprehensive Guide to the Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-20038 

as an alto saxophone and harp duo. The score, however, designates the piece na saksofon altowy 

                                                 
6 James E. Kaiser. “The Saxophone in Chamber Music.” (DM doc., Indiana University, 1980). 
7 Paul Brodie and Erica Goodman. Soprano Saxophone and Harp. (Compact disc, Ontario, Canada: Truly 

Fine Records, 1987). 
8 Jean-Marie Londeix, Bruce Ronkin, ed. A Comprehensive Guide to the Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-

2003. (Cherry Hill, NJ: Roncorp, 2003). 
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i klawesyn,9 which translates as for alto saxophone and harpsichord. The edition also includes 

this short remark: 

The harpsichord may be amplified or replaced by a piano. The composer suggest [sic] 
that the piano be discretely prepared to make it sound like a harpsichord.10 
 

No mention of the harp is found. The harpsichord part executed on harp causes the performer a 

stream of endless challenges. The harp is a diatonic instrument. In order to change keys, the 

harpist must change pedal positioning.11 The Partita is very chromatic, which causes continuous 

pedal changes. The piece opens with clusters of five notes per hand. The harp, however, is 

played using four notes for each hand: consequently, the harpist cannot fully execute the written 

chords. Furthermore, there are extremely awkward finger stretches within phrases. In measures 

66-82, the accompaniment in the harpsichord changes to repeated eighth-notes of the same pitch 

(see Example 1). On harpsichord, the resulting effect would sound percussive, clear, and 

detached. On harp, a string would need to be re-articulated, causing the string to be dampened 

when the finger is replaced, creating a buzzing sound and very different effect. The piece has 

high musical integrity, but for these reasons, it will not be included in the present study. 

Example 1 Repeated notes and chromatic passages in the harpsichord part, Baculewski’s Partita, 
mm. 66-68.  

 
© 1981 Ajencja Autorska, used with permission. 

                                                 
9 Krzysztof Baculewski. Partita na saksofon altowy i klawesyn. (Warsaw: Ajencja Autorska, 1981). 
10 Ibid. 
11 Conversation with Jaymee Haefner, 8/29/2006. 
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Methodology 

Published works were gathered by contacting libraries and musical distributors in the 

United States and Canada. Composers of unpublished works were contacted by mail, email, or 

telephone. Regrettably, a few of the pieces cited in Londeix’s book were lost. For example, 

Richard Kennel’s Lamentations for soprano saxophone and harp existed only as manuscript, and 

the composer could not find it when contacted.12 In scanning publishers’ catalogues, four pieces 

that did not appear in Londeix’s list were available: 

Mariangeles Sanchez Benimeli – Capricho Mediterrano (2003) 
Tomislav Hmeljak – Vijolica (2001) 
Armando Ghidoni – Nocturne et Sicilienne (2003) 
Rokus de Groot – Cadenza (1993) 
 

 Once the pieces were chosen and the scores were obtained, examinations of musical 

parameters and informal performances of the pieces were conducted. James Gillespie’s Solos for 

Unaccompanied Clarinet: An Annotated Bibliography of Published Works influenced both the 

examinations of musical parameters as well as the informal performance.13  

In her dissertation, “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Chamber Music for 

Saxophone, Winds and Percussion,”14 Cheryl Fryer divides these parameters into technical and 

musical issues. This author will adopt the same division in the current study, with adaptation to 

the instrumentation at hand. 

I. Technical needs for the harp 
A. Frequency of pedal changes 
B. Pedal markings in the part or lack thereof 
C. Fingering and hand stretches 
D. Any need to edit overly-pianistic chords or passages 

                                                 
12 Personal email from Richard Kennell, 8/14/2006. 
13 James E. Gillespie. Solos for Unaccompanied Clarinet: An Annotated Bibliography of Published Works. 

(Detroit, Michigan: Information Coordinators, 1973). 
14 Cheryl A. Fryer. “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Chamber Music for Saxophone,  
Winds and Percussion.” (DMA diss., University of North Texas, 2003). 
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E. Extended techniques 
1. Harmonics 
2. Percussive effects 

II. Technical needs for the saxophone 
A. The range used in the piece 
B. Articulation; altissimo 
C. Awkward jumps or passages,  
D. Extended techniques 

1. Alternate fingerings (timbre trill) 
2. Multiphonics 
3. Growls 
4. Pitch bends 
5. Slap tongue 
6.  Quarter tones 

III. Technical needs for both instruments 
A. Key signature 
B. Meter 
C. Tempo 
D. Rhythmic complexity 
E. Intonation and tone matching at the peripheries of both instruments. 

 
IV. Musical considerations 

F. Phrasing 
G. Dynamics 
H. Tempo and meter variation 
I. Ensemble demands. 
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Chart 1.  Harp Criteria Level of Difficulty.15 

Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Fingerings 
 

Three- or  
four-note patterns or 
chords at a slow tempo, 
allowing ample time for 
execution 

Very few jumps between 
notes or chords at a 
moderate-slow tempo 

Moderate jumps between 
notes or chords;  
little editing needed; 
moderate tempo 

extended jumps between 
notes or  
chords; moderate editing 
needed; fast tempo 

Repeated stretches 
beyond a 10th; large 
jumps; Cross-fingering;  
substantial editing 
needed 

Awkward finger 
stretches and patterns; 
extensive editing needed; 
very fast tempo 

Pedal 
Changes / 
Chromatic 
Changes 

No pedal changes Limited pedal changes, 
correct and useful pedal 
markings provided 

Moderate pedal changes, 
pedal markings supplied 
by player 

Moderately frequent 
pedal changes, players 
must write their own 
pedaling 

Some quick pedal 
changes, re-writing parts 
to include enharmonics 
is needed 

Abundant rapid pedal 
changes, part may need 
to be edited 

Extended 
Techniques 

No use of extended 
techniques 

Prés de la table  Up to four consecutive 
harmonics, String 
scratching 

Four to eight consecutive 
harmonics, double 
harmonics  

Abundant use of 
harmonics; triple 
harmonics 

Extensive use of avant-
garde  
techniques 

 
 
Chart 2.  Saxophone Criteria Level of Difficulty. 

Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Range 
 

Limited regular range16 Within regular range Much use of upper and 
lower ends of regular 
range 

Limited use of altissimo Moderate use of 
altissimo 

Abundant use of 
altissimo 

Articulation 
 

Mostly slurred Mostly slurred, need for 
staccato, accent, and 
tenuto 

Use of different 
articulation patterns that 
change rapidly 

Rapid staccato at upper 
and lower ends of the 
instrument 

Rapid staccato for long 
durations needed 

Any Articulation 
combination, double 
tonguing 

Extended 
Techniques17 
 

No use of extended 
techniques 

Simple timbre trill, key 
pops 

Variation of vibrato Growl or flutter tongue Moderate use of 
multiphonics, slap 
tongue 

Any technique, 
microtones 

                                                 
15 Please note this grading system is approximate and essentially subjective, since what is easy to execute  for one person might be difficult to execute for another. 

16 This is the regular range of the saxophone: This is the altissimo range: These examples are in written (not sounding) pitch. 
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Chart 3.  Ensemble Criteria Level of Difficulty. 

Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Meter 
 

2/4, 3/4, 4/4 2/2, 6/8 9/8, easy changing meter, 
easy asymmetrical 
rhythm 

5/8, 7/8 More advanced 
changing meter 

More advanced 
asymmetrical meters 

Constant meter changes 
or no meter 

Key 
Signature
18 
 

Zero to three flats or 
sharps, no key changes 

Three to five flats or 
sharps, up to three key 
changes 

Five to seven flats or 
sharps, up to five key 
changes 

No key signature, limited 
accidentals 

No key signature, 
extensive accidentals 

Any key situation or 
chromatic notes and 
accidentals 

Tempo 
 

72-120 72-132 ritardandi, 
accelerandi 

56-144 ritardandi, 
accelerandi 

44-168 ritardandi, 
accelerandi 

44-208 ritardandi, 
accelerandi 

Any tempo, aleatoric 

Note/Rest 
Value 
 

Whole, half, quarter, 
eighth 

Simple sixteenth notes 
and triplets 

All values in duple, easy 
compound rhythms 

All values in duple and 
all values in compound 

Complex duple and 
compound rhythmic 
values 

Any value or ratio 

Rhythm 
 

Simple eighth, no 
syncopation 

Simple syncopation Basic duple and triple 
syncopation 

All rhythms except 
compound or complex 
16th note rhythm 

Complex 16th note 
rhythms or hemiola 

Any rhythm, individual 
syncopation, not tutti 

Musical 
Needs 
 

Simple 4-bar phrase 
structure 

Simple 3- or 4-bar phrase 
structure with wide 
dynamic range 

Uneven phrase length Uneven phrase length 
with extreme dynamic 

Contempor-ary phrase 
unites with extreme 
dynamics at upper and 
lower ends of range 

Aleatoric phrasing or 
dynamics 

Ensemble 
Demands 
 

Saxophone playing 
melody with harp 
accompani-ment 
throughout 

Exposed individual parts, 
still much tutti 

Moderately challenging 
rhythmic demands 
relating to ensemble 
precision 

Difficult rhythmic 
demands relating to 
ensemble precision 

Solos contained within 
difficult ensemble 
rhythms 

Very disjointed rhythmic 
structure combined with 
demand for very 
advanced technique from 
both players 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
17 Extended techniques parameters are listed in a cumulative manner. For example, if grade 3 is assigned, then the saxophone part has timbre trills and variation of vibrato. 
18 A complex key signature is not always more difficult for the harpist, because of their ability to preset pedals. The change of keys and changing accidentals are more difficult. 
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Once the above parameters have been considered, a grade number will be assigned to 

each parameter. 

Grade 1: Easy. Suitable for beginners of both saxophone and harp. 
Grade 2: Medium. Suitable for intermediate students. 
Grade 3: Medium difficult. Suitable for advanced high school students, or freshmen or 
sophomores in college. 
Grade 4: Difficult. Professional level, suitable for college undergraduate study. 
Grade 5-6: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 

 
Each piece in the annotated bibliography will include the following: 
 

Title 
Composer (years) 
Dedication 
Duration 
Publisher or contact information for obtaining the piece 
Type of saxophone used 
Assigned grade for the saxophone  
Assigned grade for the harp  
A short description of the piece’s form, harmony (if applicable), and any outstanding 
characteristics. 

 

State of Research 

 There are two commercially available compact discs, aptly named Saxophon & Harfe 

Vol. I (1995) and Vol. II (2001).19 These recordings feature works by Gustav Bumcke, Claude 

Debussy, Eugene Bozza, Jean Absil, Jean-Baptiste Singelée, Gabriel Verdalle, and others. While 

most of the pieces on Saxophon & Harfe are transcriptions, Mauricio Kagel’s 25-minute piece 

Zwei Akte has also been recorded,20 with Michael Riessler, saxophones, and Brigitte Sylvestre, 

harp. 

                                                 
19 Hermann Rid and Martina Holler. Saxophon & Harfe, vol. I. (Compact disc, Germany: FARAO, 1995). 

Saxophon & Harfe, vol. II. (Compact disc, Germany: FARAO, 2001).  
20 Mauricio Kagel. Zwei Akte; Rrrrrrr--: 5 Jazzstücke; Blue's blue. (Paris: Disques Montaigne: Wotre 

Music [distributor], 1991).  
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There are several dissertations that present annotated bibliographies for saxophone, but 

none include saxophone and harp ensembles. A list of fourteen documents and their relevance to 

this study follows, in alphabetical order.   

 

Bender, Rhett Lyle. “An Annotated Bibliography of Published Saxophone Quartets by American 
Composers.” DMA diss., University of Georgia, 2000. 
 
 In order to assign a difficulty level to each of the annotated saxophone quartets, Bender 

employed a level of difficulty criteria chart. In this chart, the left column lists musical criteria, 

such as tempo, note/rest value, rhythm, range, and key signature. The upper row lists difficulty 

rating, from 1 to 6 (6 being the most advanced). The chart is filled with the manifestation of each 

criterion throughout the various difficulty levels.21 The following is Bender’s level of difficulty 

criteria chart, as it appears in Appendix D, p. 138 (see Chart 4).  Both Barry McGinnis and 

Cheryl Fryer used this chart in their dissertations. The level of difficulty criteria chart would be 

valuable for this document, but an addition of criteria unique to the harp, such as pedaling and 

fingering, is needed.  

                                                 

21 In the range criteria, a grade 1 range would be this:  
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Chart 4. Bender's Level of Difficulty Criteria 

 

 

Dunnell, Rebecca C. “Mozart's Concerto for flute and harp, K. 299: a reflection of the socio-
musical world of 1770s Paris.” DMA Thesis, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 1997. 
 
 Dunnell’s document provides historical detail for Mozart’s Concerto for Flute and Harp. 

The Concerto was composed in Paris in 1778. It was commissioned by the Duc de Guines, who 

was an amateur flutist. His teenage daughter, though, had perfect pitch, considerable musical 
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talent, and admirable technique on the single-action pedal harp.22 She was receiving composition 

lessons from Mozart at the time, and he was impressed by her musicianship. As a result, the 

Concerto has a modest flute part and a technically challenging harp part.23 If one needed to grade 

the difficulty of the solo parts in this concerto, two separate grade levels would be needed, one 

for the flute part and one for the harp. Therefore, in this document, the annotated pieces will be 

given two separate grades of difficulty: one for the saxophone part and one for the harp part. 

  

Fryer, Cheryl A. “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Chamber Music for Saxophone, 
Winds, and Percussion.” DMA diss., University of North Texas, 2003. 
 

Cheryl Fryer’s document addresses ensembles of mixed instruments. Therefore, in the 

annotation to each piece, she lists the ranges of the various instruments. Fryer adapts Bender’s 

level of difficulty chart, but uses it to describe a different genre of saxophone music. Fryer’s 

level of difficulty chart adds three elements to the graded criteria (1) musical needs: phrasing, 

dynamic requirements, and (2) ensemble demands. 

  

Kaiser, James E. “The Saxophone in Chamber Music.” DM diss., Indiana University, 1988. 

 Kaiser’s document contains fifty-five annotations of chamber music works with 

saxophone. At the end of each annotated entry, Kaiser lists available recordings of the piece. 

This procedure is followed in this document as well. “The Saxophone in Chamber Music” lists 

two works that include the harp: Charles Koechlin’s Épitaph de Jean Harlow, Op. 164, for flute, 

alto saxophone, and harp, and Heitor Villa Lobos’s Sextuor Mystique for flute, oboe, alto 

saxophone, harp, celesta, and guitar. These two pieces define the boundaries of this document: 

                                                 
22 Rebecca C. Dunnell. “Mozart's Concerto for Flute and Harp, K. 299: A Reflection of the Socio-Musical 

World of 1770s Paris.” DMA Thesis, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 1997. p. 12. 
23 Ibid, pp. 56-63. 
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“Music for Saxophone and Harp” contains only duos. In the introduction to “The Saxophone in 

Chamber Music,” Kaiser remarks, “There is a significant lack of literature available at the easy 

to intermediate level of difficulty.”24 Fortunately, this is not the case with saxophone and harp 

duos, as there are several pieces available to intermediate students. For more information, turn to 

chapter two, the “Pedagogical Pieces” section.  

 

McGinnis, Barry Eugene. “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Published Works for 
Saxophone and Percussion by North American Composers.” DMA diss., University of Georgia, 
2002. 
 

The organization of information in McGinnis’s document is similar to Rhett Bender’s 

document. McGinnis also uses Bender’s saxophone difficulty level chart described earlier. The 

works for saxophone and percussion are organized in six chapters: (1) review of literature, (2) 

single saxophonist and single percussionist, (3) single saxophonist and multiple percussionists, 

(4) multiple saxophonists and single percussionist, (5) multiple saxophonists and multiple 

percussionists, and (6) conclusion. In each piece’s annotation, McGinnis described the legibility 

of the parts. This performance aspect is valuable when reviewing literature for saxophone and 

harp. Pieces surveyed in the saxophone and harp genre range from finale-created PDF files, such 

as Jan Freidlin’s River of Hopes, to hand-written score and parts, such as Philippe Di Betta’s 

Fissures.  

  

  

                                                 
24 James E. Kaiser “The Saxophone in Chamber Music.” DM doc., Indiana University, 1988. p. 2. 
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 Two bibliographies were used in this document. 

Londeix, Jean-Marie, Ronkin, Bruce, ed. A comprehensive guide to the saxophone repertoire, 
1844-2003. Cherry Hill, NJ: Roncorp, 2003. 
  
 Londeix’s book is the primary source of literature for this study. Each entry in the 

saxophone and harp category includes composer, title (year of composition), dedication, 

duration, type of saxophone used, and publisher. 

 

Palkovic, Mark. Harp Music Bibliography: Chamber Music and Concertos. Lanham: Scarecrow 
Press, 2002. 
 
 Palkovic’s extensive bibliography is an important source of literature for this study. This 

bibliography lists pieces that are not included in Londeix’s book, such as the Cadenza (1993) for 

bass saxophone and harp by Rokus de Groot. It is also a valuable resource for flute and harp 

duos, which can be transcribed for saxophone and harp. 

  

 Nine books were used in this document. 

Berlioz, Hector. Grand traité d’instrumentation modernes. Translated by Mary Cowden Clarke. 
London: Novello, 1890. 
 
 In his treatise, Berlioz wrote an extensive chapter about the harp. He explained the anti-

chromatic nature of the instrument and described the single-action harp. He then listed four 

major chords and four minor ninth chords which are impossible to execute on the single-action 

harp.25 A discussion of adapting melodies for the harp from other instruments followed. Berlioz 

proceeded to describe Sébastian Erard’s new double-action harp, tuned to Cb, and enumerates its 

advantages: all the keys are available, and only three seventh chords are impossible to execute. 

                                                 
25 Hector Berlioz. Grand traité d’instrumentation modernes. Paris: Schonenberger, 1844. Translated by 

Mary Cowden Clarke. London: Novello, 1890, p. 61. 
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The chapter continues with a discussion of fingerings for the harp, spacing of the two hands on 

the instrument, and use of right and left hands.26 Berlioz recommended the use of two harps or 

more in an orchestra for louder effect, and explained how to divide a piano-conceived part 

between two harps. The chapter ends with a discussion of harmonics.27 

 Under the heading “New Instruments,” Berlioz described Adolph Sax’s new instrument. 

He first portrayed the shape of the saxophone and its mouthpiece, and its tone quality, in 

different registers. A table outlines the various members of the saxophone family, the key in 

which they are pitched, and their respective ranges. A list of trills to be avoided is also 

provided.28 

 Berlioz’s in-depth discussion shows his interest in both instruments, and is a precursor for 

the professional teaching of both saxophone and harp in the Paris Conservatoire. 

  

Gee, Harry R. Saxophone Soloists and Their Music, 1844-1985: An Annotated Bibliography. 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986. 
 
 Gee’s book concentrates on major soloists and their contribution to the saxophone 

repertoire. Most of this repertoire is comprised of saxophone concerti and works for saxophone 

and piano. Gee mentions one work for saxophone and harp: Eolienne, by Ida Gotkovsky.29 

According to Gee, Eolienne was composed in 1970 for flute and harp, later arranged by the 

composer in 1978 for the alto saxophonist Alain Bouhey. 

 

                                                 
26 Ibid, p. 62. 
27 Ibid, p. 66. 
28 Ibid, p. 233-34. 
29 Harry Gee. Saxophone Soloists and Their Music. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986. p. 179. 
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Gillespie, James E. Solos for Unaccompanied Clarinet: An Annotated Bibliography of  
Published Works. Detroit, Michigan: Information Coordinators, 1973. 
 
 In the chapter, Organization of the Bibliography, Gillespie writes: 

The annotated list of solos for unaccompanied clarinet is organized as follows: (1) 
composer’s name, (2) composer’s dates and name of country with which he is associated, 
(3) title of the composition, (4) length, (5) location and name of the publisher, (6) date of 
composition and copyright, (7) movement titles and/or tempo indications, (8) brief 
commentary on the style and performance considerations, and (9) miscellaneous 
information […] 
 

The writer of this document will adopt the same annotating method for saxophone and harp. In 

addition, if the duration of a piece was not mentioned, Gillespie determined performance times 

by playing the work. The writer of this document performed the same procedure, with pieces for 

saxophone and harp. 

 
Hemke, Fred. A Comprehensive Listing of Saxophone Literature. Elkhart: Selmer, 1965-75. 

Hemke’s listing includes music for saxophone alone, saxophone and piano, saxophone 

and orchestra, saxophone quartets, and recommended transcriptions for the saxophone. The 

listing presents mostly pieces for alto saxophone, but there are suggestions for the soprano, tenor, 

and baritone saxophones as well. Hemke’s book supports the argument that the alto saxophone 

was the most often-used instrument in the classical saxophone genre. Music for saxophone and 

harp followed this trend up to the 1990s.  

 

Horwood, Wally. Adolph Sax, 1814-1894: His Life and Legacy. Surrey: Bramley Books, 1980. 

 Horwood’s book contributes to this document by establishing Sax’s relationship with 

Berlioz. The book documents the first time the saxophone was heard in public, in a concert 
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conducted by Berlioz, on February 3, 1844.30 The piece involving the saxophone was Chant 

sacré, arranged for an ensemble of instruments of Sax’s creation, with the inventor playing the 

saxophone as the lowest sounding member of the group. Berlioz’s endorsement of the saxophone 

and his recommendation to establish a saxophone class at the Paris Conservatoire created an 

environment conductive for composing music for saxophone and harp.  

  

Jones, Edward. Musical and poetical relicks of the Welsh bards, preserved by tradition and 
authentic manuscripts, from remote antiquity, never before published. To the tunes are added 
variations for the harp, harpsichord, violin, or flute. With a choice collection of the pennillion, 
epigrammatic stanzes or, native pastoral sonnets of Wales, with English translations. Likewise a 
history of the bards, from the earliest period to the present time, and an account of their music, 
poetry and musical instruments, with a delineation of the latter.  London: Printed for the author, 
and sold at no. 3, in Green Street, Grosvenor Square, 1794. 
 
 This 194-page document includes a four-page discussion of the diatonic harp in Wales.31 

It includes description of Elizabethan harps, as well as harps from the beginning of the 

eighteenth century. Jones describes the number of strings and their tuning, and the kind of wood 

used for their construction. Most importantly, there are numerous musical examples of poetry set 

to music, meant to be accompanied by the harp. Jones’s book provides the documentation for 

establishing the argument that prior to the invention of the double-action pedal harp, the diatonic 

harp was used mostly in the private salon setting, often to accompany voice. This idea was later 

contrasted with the emergence of the harp as a virtuosic instrument for the public concert hall, 

which required professional instruction. 

 

                                                 
30 Wally Horwood. Adolph Sax, 1814-1894: His Life and Legacy. Surrey: Bramley Books, 1980. p. 43, 

198. 
31 Edward Jones. Musical and poetical relicks of the Welsh bards … with a delineation of the latter.  

London: Printed for the author, and sold at no. 3, in Green Street, Grosvenor Square, 1794. pp. 103-107. 
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Macdonald, Hugh. Berlioz’s Orchestration Treatise: A translation and commentary. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002. 
 
 In addition to translating Berlioz’s orchestration treatise, Macdonald also translated all of 

Berlioz’s writings about the saxophone in chronological order.32 These include an article from 

March 13, 1842 in Revue et Gazette musical, which described the saxophone without mentioning 

its name; a June 12, 1842 article in the same magazine, describing the qualities of the bass 

saxophone, referring to it as “saxophon;” a two-paragraph description of the saxophone, 

including its construction and range from an 1843 version of the Treatise; and three articles from 

Journal des débats from October 12, 1847, August 21, 1849, and April 13, 1851. In 1848, 

Berlioz formulated his recommendation for new classes at the Paris Conservatoire, and 

suggested a saxophone class. Finally, the 1855 version of the Treatise contains a much more 

elaborate entry on the saxophone. In 1855, a family of instruments is described, with their 

corresponding transpositions and ranges.  It is evident that Berlioz’s efforts were critical in the 

acceptance of the saxophone to the Paris Conservatoire. 

 

Morton, Brian, ed. Contemporary Composers. Chicago: St. Martin’s Press, 1992. 

Contemporary Composers offers information about Mauricio Kagel and Jacquelyn 

Fontyn. Kagel and Fontyn wrote for saxophone and harp, and each has a representing piece in 

this document; Kagel’s Zwei Akte and Fontyn’s Fougeres. 

 

Rensch, Roslyn. Harps and Harpists. 2nd ed. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2007. 

 Harps and Harpists presents a detailed account of the harp’s development. The book 

                                                 
32 Macdonald, Hugh. Berlioz’s Orchestration Treatise: a translation and commentary. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2002. pp. 296-299. 
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opens with evidence of harps in Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, then proceeds to describe 

classical Greek and Roman times.33 A special chapter is devoted to the harp as it appears in 

iconic art from the middle ages: King David playing his instrument. The following chapter is a 

detailed account of the diatonic harp, its shape and development in Gothic Germany, Spain, and 

France. In chapter seven, “Some Early Harps, Harpists and Music,” Rensch described the single-

action harp in the second half of the eighteenth century, elaborating on important works such as 

Handel’s Concerto in B flat, C. P. E. Bach’s A Solo für die Harfe, and Mozart’s Concerto in C 

Major for Flute and Harp. Chapter eight, “From Single to Double Action” describes Sébastian 

Erard’s series of inventions, concentrating on his double-action patent in Paris of 1810.34 The 

chapter contains a discussion of harp virtuoso Elias Parish Alvars and his relationship with 

Hector Berlioz. Berlioz’s admiration for Alvars’ harp playing leads to a discussion of his Grand 

traité d’instrumentation modernes. Rensch provides information about harp teachers in 

nineteenth century Paris Conservatoire and their music.35 The following chapters in the book 

focus on twentieth century harp companies and various harp models, with less emphasis on harp 

performers and compositions. 

                                                 
33 Roslyn Rensch. Harps and Harpists. 2nd ed. Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana (2007). pp. 

4, 6-8. 
34 Ibid, p. 148. 
35 Ibid, p. 162-165. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MUSIC FOR SAXOPHONE AND HARP: AN INVESTIGATION  

OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENRE 

Saxophone and Harp Prior to 1926 

At first glance, the two instruments to be explored in this study might be considered as 

not having much in common. The harp has a long and rich history of use in several continents, 

while the saxophone is relatively new. The harp has been in use since biblical times36 and was 

commonly engaged as a folk instrument,37 a solo instrument,38 or an accompaniment for voice.  

With the invention of the single-action pedal harp c. 1720,39 the instrument was capable 

of playing in a variety of keys. With the Sonata (1762) by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, the 

Concerto in B-flat major op. 14, no 6 by George Frideric Handel, and the Concerto in C major 

K. 297c/299 by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the harp has a small but important body of literature 

from the eighteenth century. As the saxophone was invented in 1841,40 of course, it has no 

literature from this era. 

The harp maker Sébastien Erard patented the double-action mechanism in 1810, 

affording the harp the ability to play in all keys. Brilliant virtuosi of the instrument appeared, and 

the harp slowly migrated from the private salon to the concert hall. The music composed for the 

                                                 
36 Archeological findings from ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia come to mind. Please refer to the 

illustrations in Roslyn Rensch: Harps and Harpists. 2nd ed. Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana (2007). 
pp. 4, 6-8. 

37 Rensch, Roslyn. Harps and Harpists. 2nd ed. Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana (2007). p. 
29-96. 

38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid, p. 148. 
40 Malou Haine and Ignace de Keyser. Catalogue de Instruments Sax au Musée Instrumental de Bruxelles. 

Publications de Musée Instrumental de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, Belgium (1980), p. 188. 
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harp changed as well, from eighteenth century keyboard-specific textures to use of harmonics41 

and chordal glissandi. Published in Paris, 1843, Hector Berlioz’s Grand traité d’instrumentation 

et d’orchestration moderne dedicated much explanation to the double-action harp. It included a 

description of the pedal system and use of fingering.42 Moreover, Berlioz was also an advocate 

for the saxophone, introducing the new instrument in Revue et gazette musicale article (1842) 

and later in the Grand traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration moderne, under the chapter 

concerning new instruments.43 

In addition to Berlioz’s documented enthusiasm for both instruments, the harp and the 

saxophone family shared a common place: the Paris Conservatory of the 1860s. Adolphe Sax 

(1814-1894) had saxophone classes at the Paris Conservatory from 1857 to 1870. Single-action 

harp instruction at the Paris Conservatory began in 1825 with François-Joseph Naderman 

(1733?-1835) and subsequently continued with various harpists.44 Double-action harp instruction 

was established in 1884 under the instruction of Alphonse Hasselmans45 (1845-1912). 

Compositions such as Claude Debussy’s Danses sacrée et profane L. 10346 (1904) and Maurice 

Ravel’s Introduction et allegro (1907) gave the double-action harp recognition as the modern 

harp to this day. 

                                                 
41 A harmonic is produced when a harpist plucks a string with the fleshy part of the thumb, sounding the 

first overtone of the string (an octave above the string’s regular pitch). 
42 Hugh MacDonald. Berlioz’s Orchestration Treatise: A Translation and Commentary. Cambridge 

University Press, Cambridge, UK (2002), pp. 69-72. 
43 Hugh MacDonald. Berlioz’s Orchestration Treatise: A Translation and Commentary. Cambridge 

University Press, Cambridge, UK (2002), pp. 296-301. 
44 Naderman taught harp at the Conservatoire from 1825 to 1835. He was succeeded by Antoine Prumier 

(1794-1868), who taught to 1867, to be replaced by Théodore Labarre (1805-1870), teaching for only three years, 
until his death in 1870. 

45 Rensch, Roslyn. Harps and Harpists. 2nd ed. Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana (2007), p. 
163. 

46 Debussy’s work was intended for the Pleyel ‘Chromatique’ harp but was transcribed in 1910 by Henriette 
Renié for the double-action harp. For further information, see Jaymee Haefner. "Virtuoso, Composer and Teacher: 
Henriette Renié's Compositions and Transcriptions for Harp in Perspective." DM diss., Indiana-University: 
Bloomington: 2006. 
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During the twentieth century, canons of repertoire were established for the saxophone as 

well as the harp. Alexander Glazunov’s Concerto in E-flat Op. 109 (1933), Jacques Ibert’s 

Concertino de Camera (1934), and Ingolf Dahl’s Concerto (1949/53) are standard examples of 

such substantial compositions for the saxophone. Reinhold Gilèré’s Concerto op. 74 (1938) and 

Alberto Ginastera’s Concerto Op. 25 (1956) are equally significant works for the harp. 

 In the first decades of the twentieth century, composers included the harp and the 

saxophone in chamber music pieces, evoking exotic sounds and themes. Noteworthy 

compositions are André Caplet’s Impressions d’automne (1905) for alto saxophone, oboe, two 

clarinets, bassoon, harp, organ and two ‘celli; Paul Dupin’s Chant (1910) for alto saxophone, 

harp, viola, and chorus; and, Heitor Villa-Lobos’s Sextuor mystique, op. 123 (1917) for flute, 

oboe, alto saxophone, guitar, celesta, and harp. 

 

Repertoire Characteristics from 1926 to 1981 

 Gustav Bumcke, a saxophonist, pedagogue, and composer, had been composing music 

for winds and harp since 1910. A review from The Musical Times of April 1, 1910 reads: 

Berlin. … Herr Gustav Bumcke, who has for several years done much to arouse the 
interest of the musical public chamber music for wind instruments, gave an interesting 
concert, at which his own compositions, “Der Spaziergang” (for wind instruments and 
harp) and two songs, op. 25 (with accompaniment of twelve wind instruments and harp), 
were heard for the first time and much appreciated.47    
 
Bumcke’s Notturno op. 45 for baritone saxophone and harp is likely the first saxophone-

harp duet, but there is no record as to the year of composition.48 The Scherzo, op. 67 (1937-38) 

for alto saxophone and harp seems to be the first piece written specifically for this 

                                                 
47 “Foreign Notes.” The Musical Times, Vol. 51, No. 806. (Apr. 1, 1910), pp. 257-259.  
48 One could theorize that the Notturno op. 45 was written between 1927-1929, since Bumcke’s 24 Jazz 

Etüden op. 43 was written in 1927 and 2 Konzertwalzer op. 48 is from 1929. Bumcke’s opus numbers were self-
assigned. 
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instrumentation with a confirmed date of composition. It is not known for whom Bumcke wrote 

the piece, or when was it performed. 

Both the Notturno op. 45 and the Scherzo op. 67 are strictly tonal compositions using 

functional harmony. In these two pieces, the melody is written for the saxophone with a harp 

accompaniment. Jean Absil’s Sicilienne (1950) is similar to Bumcke’s Notturno op. 45 in several 

regards. Specifically, both compositions are tonal; both use functional harmony with 

symmetrical phrase lengths; and, both share a melody/accompaniment texture. Note the 

similarities in Examples 2 and 3 below. Example 2 exemplifies the main motive composed by 

Bumcke, with an unadorned melody in the saxophone and harp accompaniment. Example 3 

demonstrates the same sort of texture. The Sicilienne was composed more than twenty years after 

the Notturno. The similarity of texture and harmony could conceivably make Absil’s piece 

anachronistic for its time. 

Example 2.  Main motive in Bumcke's Notturno, op. 45, mm. 1-4. 

 
© 1992 Ries & Erler. Used with permission. 
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Example 3.  Main motive in Absil's Sicilienne, mm. 3-6. 

 
 © Andel Uitgave. Used with permission. 

 

Unlike the Sicilienne, Günther Tautenhahn’s Elegy (1969) for tenor saxophone and harp is 

consistent with other contemporary tenor saxophone literature. In 1971, Fred Hemke recorded 

Music for Tenor Saxophone (Brewster Records, BR 1204). This LP recording contains pieces for 

tenor saxophone and piano by American composers, such as the Sonata (1967) by James Di 

Pasquale, A Ballad in Time and Space (1968) by William Duckworth, the Poem (1967) by 

Walter Hartley, Music for Tenor Saxophone and Piano (1969) by William Karlins.49  

Tautenhahn’s Elegy of 1969 for tenor saxophone and harp has much in common with all 

the above-mentioned pieces. Tautenhahn used melodic and rhythmic content similar to those 

devices used by Hartley and Karlins during that decade. For example, all three composers write 

melodies with wide leaps50 for the tenor saxophone. Rhythmically, their pieces constantly shift 

between duple and triple subdivisions. The following three examples demonstrate the 

aforementioned features. 

                                                 
49 Frederick Hemke. Music for Tenor saxophone. LP recording, Brewster Records: BR 1204, 1971. 
50 These wide leaps are manifested as intervals of sevenths and ninths. Those are marked in the examples in 

the following manner: minor seven=m7, major seven=M7, diminished seven=dim7, etc. Both consecutive intervals 
and melody contours are marked. 
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Example 4.  Wide leaps and rhythmic subdivisions in Poem by Walter Hartley, mm. 40-43. 

 
© 1968 Tritone/Tenuto Publications. Theodore Presser Co. 

 

 

Example 5.  Wide leaps and rhythmic subdivisions in Music for Tenor Saxophone and Piano 
(1969) by William Karlins, m. 2. 

 
© 1972 Southern Music Company. Used with permission. 
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Example 6.  Wide leaps and rhythmic subdivisions in Elegy by Günther Tautenhahn, mm. 25-28. 

 
© 1969 Subito Music. Used with permission. 

 

In France, two major composers contributed music to the saxophone and harp genre in 

the 1970s: Yvonne Desportes and Ida Gotkovsky. Desportes composed Une fleur sur l’étang 

(translated as “a flower on the pond”) in 1977. The third movement of Une fleur sur l’étang is 

dedicated to saxophone avant-garde virtuoso Daniel Kienzy (b. 1951). Unlike Bumcke’s 

Notturno, Desportes’s piece is technically challenging for the saxophonist. Une fleur sur l’étang 

contains fast leaps of a seventh; legato melodies with wide intervals; chromatic and diminished 

scales. The following examples demonstrate these technical demands for the saxophone in 

Desportes’s Une fleur sur l’étang. 

Example 7.  Wide leaps in Desportes's Une fleur sur l'étang, Movement III, mm. 47-49. 

 
© 1977 Dorn Publications. 
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Example 8.  Chromatic passages in Desportes's Une fleur sur l'étang, Movement III, mm. 112-
116. 

 
© 1977 Dorn Publications. 

 

Gotkovsky’s Eolienne was composed in 1970 for flute and harp, later arranged by the 

composer in 1978 for the alto saxophonist Alain Bouhey (b. 1949).51 Unlike earlier duos, 

Eolienne contains technically challenging, extensive solo passages for the harp. These passages 

include rhythmically independent parts for the harpist’s right and left hands, as well as wide 

leaps. Example 9 demonstrates these characteristics. Note the large leaps in the left hand in mm. 

27 and 29, and the leap in the right hand in mm. 28: the quick shifts in hand placement are quite 

challenging. 

Example 9.  Harp solo: wide leaps and rhythmic independence in Gotkovsky's Eolienne, 
Movement I, mm. 27-29. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 
 

                                                 
51 Harry Gee. Saxophone Soloists and Their Music. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986, p. 179. 
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Much of the thematic and textural material in Eolienne can be found in other pieces 

Gotkovsky composed for the saxophone.52 One example of a recurring theme in Gotkovsky’s 

compositions is the perpetuum mobile: a texture of quick sextuplets in the saxophone (in triple 

subdivision) with accompaniment of longer durations (in duple subdivision). The following 

examples show the perpetuum mobile motive in two pieces by Ida Gotkovsky: Variations 

pathétiques (1980) and Eolienne. Example 10 demonstrates triple subdivision in the saxophone 

part and a duple subdivision in the piano part in Variations pathétiques. Example 11 shows a 

similar triple vs. duple texture in Eolienne.  

Example 10.  Perpetuum mobile theme in Gotkovsky's Variations pathétiques, Movement IV, 
mm. 1-2. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1980 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 

 
Example 11.  Perpetuum mobile motive in Gotkovsky's Eolienne, Movement IV, mm. 16-21. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 

                                                 
52 For further discussion regarding Gotkovsky’s works for the saxophone, please see Kenneth Carroll: The 

Influence of Olivier Messiaen on “Brillance” and the “Concerto pour Saxophone-alto et Orchestre” by Ida 
Gotkovsky: An Analytical Study. DMA diss., University of Georgia, 1992. 
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Prior to the 1980s, music for saxophone and harp contained meter, steady pulse, and tonal 

harmonies. Certain composers, such as Edward Staempfli, continued to write in this manner. A 

fitting example of Staempfli’s style is Cinq Nocturnes (1985) for alto saxophone and harp. 

Written for saxophonist Detlef Bensmann and harpist Marianna Schmidt, the piece used 

Impressionist, Debussy-like gestures, and sonorities. The Grove Dictionary of Music describes 

the Impressionist style as 

…substitute sequences of major 2nds, unresolved chords and other sound-
colours for precise designs, solid, clear forms, and logical developments. To 
convey a sense of the intangible flux of time, they used extended tremolos and 
other kinds of ostinatos as well as a variety of rhythmic densities… 
 

and referring to Debussy’s writing: 

Eschewing conventional melodies, he [Debussy] fragmented themes into short 
motives and used repetitive figurations ... Quickly moving passages wherein 
overall direction and texture are more audible than individual notes and 
rhythms give the effect of quasi-improvisation. 53 
 
Cinq Nocturnes displays many of the above-mentioned traits. In Movement III, for 

example, Staempfli used a variety of rhythmic subdivisions in the saxophone and repetitive 

figurations in the harp. Example 12 demonstrates these Impressionist textures. Note the duple 

and quintuple subdivisions in the saxophone, and the repetitive figurations in mm. 21, 23 in the 

harp. 

                                                 
53 Jan Pasler. ‘Impressionism: 2. Stylistic Innovation.’ Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed 12 July 

2007), <http://www.grovemusic.com> 
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Example 12.  Impressionist textures in Staempfli's Cinq nocturnes, Movement III, mm. 21-13. 

 
© 1985 Ries & Erler. Used with permission. 
 

While Staempfli was still composing Impressionist-style works in 1985, other composers 

wrote music for saxophone and harp containing atonal harmonies, unsteady pulse, vibrato 

manipulation, and tonal variation.  

 

Extended Techniques and Avant-garde Pieces 

Many extended techniques in the harp such as tapping the soundboard, playing with the 

fingernails, and glissandi with pedal changes were codified by Carlos Salzedo (1885-1961). 

Salzedo’s well-known pieces, such as Chanson dans la nuit (1927) and Scintillation (1934), use 

these extended techniques. Avant-garde textures can be found in Luciano Berio’s Sequenza II for 

Harp (1963) and George Crumb's Books of Madrigals, vol. III and IV (1969). 

Edison Denisov’s Sonata (1970) for alto saxophone and piano features quarter-tones and 

multiphonics.54 Elements of timbre change and vibrato manipulation appeared in saxophone 

                                                 
54 Through special fingering combinations, it is possible for the saxophonist to produce more than one pitch 

at a time. When two pitches or more are played simultaneously on the saxophone, the result is referred to as a 
‘multiphonic.’ For more information about multiphonics, please see Jean-Marie Londeix’s Hallo! Mr. Sax, or, 
Parameters of the Saxophone. Leduc, Paris: 1989. 
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compositions such as Improvisation I (1972), Improvisation II (1973), Improvisation III (1974), 

and Maï (1975) by Ryo Noda. 

Extended techniques started to appear in saxophone and harp duos in the 1980s. 

Jacquelyn Fontyn’s Fougères, op. 56b (1981) is the first saxophone and harp duo displaying 

extended techniques for both instruments. The saxophone part has vibrato variation, timbre 

trills,55 and quick runs with beaming but without note-heads (see Example 13). Meanwhile, the 

harpist is asked to hit the soundboard, play with the fingernails, slide the finger violently so that 

strings strike each other, and hit the strings with the palm of the hand. Fougères, op. 56b has no 

clear division between melody and accompaniment, as was the case in earlier examples by 

Bumcke and Absil; rather, the two instruments share equally important roles. Example 13 

demonstrates several of these extended techniques. 

Like Fougères, another work with experimental techniques is Chrysalides (1982), 

composed by Marc Tallet. While Fontyn’s piece contained pitch choices with a notated contour, 

Tallet’s Chrysalides contains specific pitches and no instruction as to the line’s shape. This is 

achieved through a series of pitches in frames. In Example 14, the harp is improvising a phrase 

using given framed pitches. The length of the improvisation in the harp depends upon the 

saxophone: the improvisation will stop and start in correlation with the furioso section in the 

saxophone. 

 

 
 

                                                 
55 A timbre trill is quick, continuous alteration between two or more alternative fingerings of the same note. 
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Example 13.  Variety of extended techniques in Fontyn's Fougères, p. 3 of score (the circles and 
text were added to clarify the example and are not part of the score). 

 

 

 
© 1981 CeBeDeM. Used with permission. 
 

Play near the sounding board (this is 
usually referred to as prés de la table, or 
p.d.l.t.) 

Hit the strings with 
a flat palm of the 
hand

Quick runs with beaming 
and without noteheads.  In 
this case, play as high as 
possible, and match the 
contour of the line. 

Hit the sounding board 

Hit the sounding board immediately 
after playing the note 

Glissando with pedal changes 
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Example 14.  Pitch choices and improvisation in Tallet's Chrysalides, p. 4. 

 
© 1995 Éditions Musicales Européennes. Permission granted by Editions Musicales 

Européennes - Paris, copyright owners. 
 

Griffith Rose’s La Carne e Cotta (1984) is perhaps the most difficult piece in the genre, 

placing high demands upon the performers. Written for Didier Cressot (saxophone) and 

Dominique Argillet (harp), this piece imposes difficult and intricate demands on the ensemble. 

The extended techniques for the harp are double harmonics;56 the saxophonist is asked to play in 

the altissimo range,57 produce a variety of multiphonics, slap tongue,58 as well as display a wide 

dynamic range. Example 15 demonstrates use of altissimo, four different multiphonics, and wide 

dynamic range in La Carne e Cotta. Example 16 shows the use of slap tongue in the saxophone 

part of La Carne e Cotta. Example 17 exemplifies the use of single and double harmonics in the 

harp part of the same piece.  

                                                 
56 A harmonic is usually executed by striking a string with the fleshy part of the thumb (or pinky side of 

palm), producing the first overtone. A double harmonic is when two fingers of the same hand produce this effect on 
two different strings. 

57 This is the regular range of the saxophone:    This is the altissimo range: These 
examples are in written (not sounding) pitch.  

58 A slap tongue is a percussive effect. When slap tonguing, the saxophonist deliberately uses an overly 
heavy tongue movement when articulating, in order to produce a clicking sound. For more information about slap 
tonguing, please see Jean-Marie Londeix’s Hello! Mr. Sax, or, Parameters of the Saxophone. Leduc, Paris: 1989. 
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Example 15.  Altissimo, multiphonics, and wide dynamic range in Rose's La Carne e Cotta, 
Movement IV, mm. 15-21. 

 
© Griffith Rose (SACEM) 

 

Example 16.  Use of  slap tongue in Rose's La Carne e Cotta, Movement X, mm. 1-3.  (Circle 
was added to clarify the example and is not part of the score.) 

 
© Griffith Rose (SACEM) 

 

Example 17.  Single and double harmonics in the harp.  Rose's La Carne e Cotta, Movement VII, 
mm. 11-14. 

 
© Griffith Rose (SACEM) 
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 Mauricio Kagel’s Zwei Akte (1988-89) is a monumental piece of twenty-eight minutes. It 

uses not only all of the avant-garde effects and extended techniques mentioned thus far, but also 

some additional ones as well. Kagel wrote of this piece: 

While I was making my preparations for the composition, I asked myself (as well as friends 
and strangers): what instruments does one naturally associate with female and male? So I 
came up with this unusual instrumentation, for which I wanted to write a piece where (by 
analogy to the relationship between two people) several different situations are played out. 
However, the combination of these instruments showed me that stereotypes are more 
amenable to startling transformations than one might suspect. So the harp and saxophone 
change the roles assigned to them, and frequently assume the character and expression of 
their partner. This results in imperceptible transitions and acoustic binds where, as in real 
life, the listener's interpretation may well differ from mine.59 

 
The two performers in Zwei Akte execute a vast variety of sounds and textures. The saxophonist 

alternates between performing the baritone, alto, and sopranino saxophones (incidentally, these 

are all E-flat transposing instruments), and is asked to sing, talk, and laugh while playing. The 

harpist is to perform using a plastic ruler at times. Example 18 shows some of these sound 

effects.    

Example 18.  Sound effects in Kagel's Zwei Akte, mm. 270-271. 

 
© 1989 Used by permission of C. F. Peters Corporation. 

 

                                                 
59 Mauricio Kagel. Zwei Akte; Rrrrrrr--: 5 Jazzstücke; Blue's blue. (Paris: Disques Montaigne: Wotre 

Music [distributor], 1991). 
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 Critic Daniel Gordon theorizes that Zwei Akte was conceived as incidental music to be 

staged, and the sound effects would equal different actions by two actors on stage. Kagel, 

however, left no instructions for choreography or action sequence.60 

 

Repertoire Written from the 1990s to the Present 

Through the 1980s, the majority of pieces in the classical saxophone repertoire involved 

the alto saxophone.61 The saxophone and harp genre was a part of this trend. Tautenhahn’s 

Elegy, involving the tenor saxophone, and Kagel’s Zwei Akte, involving the baritone, alto, and 

sopranino saxophones, are rare exceptions. During the 1990s, the trend for composing pieces for 

harp and saxophones other than alto intensified. For instance, there are two pieces for bass 

saxophone and harp: Fissures (1991) by Philippe Di Betta and Cadenza (1993) by Rokus de 

Groot. Both pieces have extensive sections in which the bass saxophone is given a supporting 

role while the harp has the leading voice. Both Di Betta and de Groot place high technical 

demands on the harpist. For example, the B section in Fissures features a repeated eighth-note 

ostinato in the harp; the tempo marking is eighth-note=240. The quick tempo makes this passage 

challenging for the harpist. The bass saxophone is required to play softer than the harp, while the 

melody is executed by the harpist’s right hand (see Example 19). 

While in Fissures, the saxophonist and the harpist’s left hand play the ostinato 

concurrently, in certain sections of de Groot’s Cadenza, the saxophonist and harpist change roles 

completely. For example, in mm. 61-65 of the Cadenza, the melody in the harp is marked ff and 

                                                 
60 Daniel Gordon. “Music Reviews: Zwei Akte, Grand Duo für Saxophon und Harfe by Mauricio Kagel.” 

Notes. 2nd Ser., Vol. 49, No. 3  (Mar., 1993), p. 1267. 
61 Fred Hemke. A Comprehensive Listing of Saxophone Literature. Elkhart: Selmer, 1975.  
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is played in a higher tessitura than the saxophone. The accompaniment in the saxophone is 

marked p and has longer note durations. This role reversal is demonstrated in Example 20. 

Example 19.  Saxophone accompanies harp melody in B section of Di Betta's Fissures (p. 3 of 
the score). 

 
 © 1991 Philippe Di Betta. 

 

 
Example 20.  Harp melody and saxophone accompaniment in de Groot's Cadenza, mm. 61-65. 

 
© 1993 Donemus Amsterdam. Used with permission. 
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Three notable pieces were written for soprano saxophone and harp: the Romance (1991) 

by Yusef Lateef, Ofaerufoss (1992) by Isabelle Marcoux, and Through a Winter Landscape 

(2001) by Nicolas Scherzinger. Lateef, Marcoux, and Schezinger chose the same 

instrumentation, but produced dramatically different results. Lateef’s writing is tonal and 

transparent. In the third movement of the Romance, Lateef evokes Middle Eastern sounds by 

pairing the soprano saxophone in unison with the harp, using a melody based upon the harmonic 

minor scale (see Example 21). This texture makes the soprano sound like a zurna.62 

Example 21.  Lateef's Romance, Movement III, mm. 1-8. 

 
© 1991 FANA Music. 

 

In stark contrast to Lateef’s style, Marcoux’s writing is atonal, dense, and rhythmically 

complex. In her composition, the soprano saxophone is treated as a modern virtuosic instrument, 

capable of executing intricate passages in quick tempi. This is demonstrated in Example 22.  

                                                 
62 The zurna is a conical, double reed instrument made of wood. The zurna originated in ancient Egypt, and 

is now used as a folk instrument in Anatolia (Turkey, Iran, Azerbaijan, Macedonia). 
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Example 22.  Rhythmic complexity in Marcoux's Ofaerufoss, mm. 84-89. 

 
© 1992 Canadian Music Centre. Used with permission. 

 

In yet a completely different capacity, Scherzinger’s Through a Winter Landscape 

investigates the bright and dark characteristics of the soprano saxophone and harp. The composer 

writes in the program note: 

The work begins with the beautiful sonorities typical of the harp and the soprano 
saxophone. Eventually, these wonderfully bright colors fade away into the darker 
characteristics of the two instruments.63 
 

Scherzinger’s “bright colors” are manifested through arppeggiated half-diminished seventh 

chords in the harp and a slurred, static melody in the saxophone. The “darker characteristics” 

reveal plucked chords in the harp’s lower register and an active melody with wide intervals in the 

soprano saxophone part (see Example 23). 

                                                 
63 Nicolas Scherzinger. “Program Note.” Through a Winter Landscape. Scherzimusic, ASCAP: 2001. 
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Example 23.  "Darker characteristics" in Scherzinger's Through a Winter Landscape, mm. 186-
188. 

 
© Nicolas Scherzinger (ASCAP).  
 

 

In recent decades, some composers strive to combine the achievements of the avant-

garde, such as graphic notation and free pulse, with the traditional elements of music, such as set 

meter and harmony. Two such composers are Jean-Louise Petit and Eric Sprogis. 

 Jean-Louise Petit’s Sonatine “Hommage à Mozart” (1991) for alto saxophone and harp 

alternates between non-metered and metered sections of music. The piece is atonal, fusing 

sections of fierce technical brilliance with calm lyrical gestures; yet, the listener can find 

Mozart’s influence in elegant textures and melody contours. Movement I of the Sonatine opens 

with a declamatory section. Petit used rolled chords and unmetered phrases to create a quasi-

recitative texture. This texture is shown in Example 24. Note the use of appoggiatura at the end 

of the phrase in Petit’s Sonatine and Mozart’s own aria realizations (Example 25). 
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Example 24.  Appogiaturas in unmetered section in Petit's Sonatine, Movement I, m. 19. 

 
© 1991 P. J. Tonger. Used with permission. 

 

Example 25.  Passages from aria realizations by Mozart. 64 

(a) “Ah, se morir mi chiama” from Lucio Silla (K. 135, Act 2, no. 14). 

   
(b) “Non so d’ onde viene” (concert aria). 

 
 

As the movement progresses, in Petit’s Sonatine, the harp and the saxophone begin a fast-paced 

phrase exchange. The orderly meter and articulation scheme create a sense of alert, yet polite 

conversation (see Example 26). Example 27 demonstrates a similar phrase exchange with 

imitation in Mozart’s Sonata I KV 347d (376) for violin and piano. Note the similarities in line 

shape between the harp part in Example 26, mm. 97, 99, and 101, and the piano part in Example 

27, mm. 24, and 26. 

                                                 
64 Will Crutchfield. “The Prosodic Appoggiatura in the Music of Mozart and His Contemporaries.” Journal 

of the American Musicological Society. Vol. 42, No. 2. (Summer, 1989), p. 238. 

Ending with long appoggiatura 

Abrupt ending 

Ending with long appoggiatura Abrupt ending 
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Example 26.  Phrase exchange in metered section of Petit's Sonatine, Movement I, mm. 96-104. 

 
 © 1991 P. J. Tonger. Used with permission.  
 

Example 27.  Phrase exchange in Mozart's Sonata I KV347d (346), Movement I, mm. 23-30. 

 
 

Eric Sprogis’s Comme un drame dérisoire…(II) (1993) for alto saxophone and harp was 

dedicated to saxophonist Max Jezouin. It uses graphic notation and pitch choices alongside 
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standard notation. Comme un drame dérisoire…(II) (translated as “like a ridiculous drama”) has 

three short movements, each one displaying a state of mind, such as anger and loneliness. 

Though chance elements in this piece will make every performance different, the overall 

emotional affect of each of the three movements is well planned and will not change from one 

performance to the next.  

For example, in writing for the harp, Sprogis uses a drawn circle with dots in it to 

symbolize pitch choices (see Example 28). The circle’s placement on the staff denotes the range; 

the relative density of dots suggests density of execution. Since durations and pedals changes are 

provided, the overall effect of color-change will be similar from one performance to another. 

This graphic notation is not used in the saxophone part. 

Example 28.  Graphic and standard notation in Sprogis's Comme un drame dérisoire... (II), 
Movement II, mm. 10-12. 

 
© 1993 Eric Sprogis. 
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Pedagogical Pieces 

Throughout the twentieth century, composers wrote harp and saxophone duos not only 

for virtuosic, mature players, but for beginners as well. These pieces not only supply quality 

literature for the young tenor or alto saxophonist, they meet the needs of developing harpists. 

Examples of such pieces are appropriate for very young saxophonists and intermediate harpists: 

Quinto Maganini’s Romanesca (1956) for tenor saxophone and harp, Ann-Marie Mimet’s Le 

Départ du Roi (1983), Hiraeth (1981) for alto saxophone and harp, Tomislav Hmeljak’s Vijolica 

(2001) for alto saxophone and harp, and Armando Ghidoni’s Nocturne et Sicilienne (2003) for 

soprano or alto or tenor saxophone and harp.  These compositions use simple rhythms, 

symmetrical phrase structures, and no syncopation.  

The melodies written for the saxophone are within a limited range. Phrases often have 

step-wise motion and are usually slurred. The accompaniment written for the harp is 

concentrated within a limited range, avoiding shifts in hand position. Pedal changes are sparse. 

These characteristics are shown in Example 29. 

Example 29.  Main motive in Maganini's Romanesca, mm. 2-9. 

 
© 1956 Editions musicus. 
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Example 30.  Idiomatic writing; harp and saxophone play independently in Rossé’s Séaodie III, 
p. 3 of score. 

 
 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 
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Unlike the previous examples, François Rossé’s Séaodie III (1985) is of special interest 

because it includes extended techniques and avant-garde notation, yet is still intended for 

intermediate students. For example, in p. 3 of the score, both musicians play independently of 

each other, until cue. Throughout the piece, Rossé took great care to write passages that are 

idiomatic and practical to execute by the harpist and saxophonist. The writing for the harp is 

practical since it is sparse, and all the pedal changes are marked in the score. The saxophone part 

is easy to execute since it does not have wide intervals and does not require fast technique. Note 

in Example 30 the practical writing for both instruments as well as the avant-garde device of 

independent playing. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONCLUSION 

Works for saxophone and harp were composed consistently from the 1930s to the 

present. Composers such as Bumcke and Absil wrote short tonal pieces for alto saxophone and 

harp. In these pieces, the alto saxophone has a prominent role while the harp accompanies. The 

saxophone part features tonal melodies with step-wise motion and predictable phrase lengths. 

In 1969, Günther Tautenhahn composed the Elegy for tenor saxophone and harp. The 

Elegy was dramatically different from previous pieces for saxophone and harp since it involved 

the tenor saxophone and featured disjunct melodies with wide intervals.  

In France, Yvonne Desportes and Ida Gotkovsky composed pieces for alto saxophone 

and harp. Their pieces are substantially longer in duration and have much higher technical 

demands for both saxophone and harp in comparison to previous compositions. Ida Gotovsky’s 

Eolienne also features extensive harp solos; this is a new trait in composition for this genre. 

By the 1970s, pieces for solo harp and pieces for solo saxophone incorporated extended 

techniques and avant-garde notation; however, these elements did not enter the saxophone and 

harp duo genre until the 1980s. During that decade, composers such as Fontyn, Tallet, and Rose 

used a variety of extended techniques for both instruments. For the saxophone, these techniques 

include multiphonics, timbre trills, and slap-tongue. For the harp, these extended techniques 

include hitting the soundboard, playing near the soundboard, hitting the strings with the palm of 

the hand, and using double harmonics. Fontyn and Tallet also used a variety of avant-garde 

devices, such as improvising from a given series of pitches in boxes, or executing a line 

according to its graphic shape while improvising specific pitches.  
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Rossé’s Séaodie III for alto saxophone and harp used avant-garde notation as well. 

Unlike pieces by Fontyn, Tallet, and Rose, it was conceived as a pedagogical piece, introducing 

avant-garde notation to intermediate students. Kagel’s Zwei Akte from 1989 is perhaps the 

longest piece in the genre (c. 28 minutes), with pervasive use of extended techniques and sound 

effects. It is also unusual since it is written for a saxophonist alternating performing on the 

baritone, alto, and sopranino saxophones.  

During the 1990s, composers wrote saxophone and harp duos involving the bass 

saxophone and the soprano saxophone. Both di Betta’s Fissures and de Groot’s Cadenza are for 

bass saxophone and harp; both pieces feature extensive sections in which the harp has the 

leading role while the saxophone accompanies. 

Pieces for soprano saxophone and harp were composed as well. Lateef, Marcoux, and 

Scherzinger wrote for soprano saxophone, yet each treats the instrument differently. Lateef uses 

the soprano saxophone as a simple folk instrument. Marcoux uses the soprano saxophone as a 

modern instrument, capable of great virtuosity. Scherzinger investigates the bright and dark 

characteristics of both the soprano saxophone and the harp, combining lyrical and technical 

elements.  

Avant-garde composers such as Petit and Sprogis continued to write for alto saxophone 

and harp. Both composers combined avant-garde elements such as graphic notation and free 

meter, with traditional elements, such as standard notation and set meter. 

Through the twentieth century, composers wrote not only virtuosic pieces, but pedagogic 

pieces as well. Composers such as Maganini, Mimet, Ghidoni, and Hmeljak wrote pieces for 

young and intermediate students. One can find repertoire suited for almost any level of 

instrumental proficiency. These pedagogic pieces are often tonal; they use a limited range of the 
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saxophone, symmetrical phrase lengths, and melodies with step-wise motion. The harp part has 

pedal markings, limited finger stretches, and no change in key signature. 

Repertoire characteristics of music for saxophone and harp parallel the repertoire 

characteristics and course of development of general saxophone repertoire. The main difference 

between the genres is that music for saxophone and harp is essentially a conservative genre: it 

was late to adopt new playing techniques. Though the genre was slow to incorporate innovations, 

music for saxophone and harp has developed to display extraordinary diversity of styles. 

An examination of composers’ and performers’ nationalities reveals most of the activities 

in this field are performed in Europe and Canada. While American composers (such as 

Tautehahn and Lateef) did write for this genre, the majority of composers and performers 

contributing to the genre reside in France, Germany, The Netherlands, and Canada. It is my hope 

this document will stimulate United States based composers and performers to write and perform 

music for saxophone and harp. Further advancement in this field would be achieved through 

publicly performing and recording this worthy body of literature.
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Sicilienne - Jean Absil 

Absil, Jean (1893-1974) 
Sicilienne, pour Flûte, ou Hautbois, ou Clarinette, ou saxophone et mi bemol ou saxophone et si 
bemol, avec harp ou piano. (1950) 
Availability: Edition ANDEL Uitgave (1980) 
Duration: c. 4 minutes 
Instrumentation: the printed version offers parts for alto saxophone and harp. 
Movement Title: Andantino 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: Suitable for a freshmen/sophomore in college 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 3 
Key Signature 1 
Tempo 1 
Note/rest value 2 
Rhythm 2 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 2 
Ensemble Demands 3 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 2 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 1 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 1 
 

The Sicilienne is a lyrical composition in G minor. This work presents a step-wise 

melody in the saxophone, accompanied by upward rolling chords in the harp (see Example 31). 

The melody often highlights the major sixth of a minor chord (see m. 4 in Example 31). 

The writing for the harp is idiomatic throughout the piece. For instance, the division 

between the hands is clear and predictable. Pedal changes are sparse, and the harpist has ample 

time to execute them. Though the harp part is practical, pedal markings are not provided in this 

edition. 
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The saxophone part is idiomatic as well, featuring a legato melody in the saxophone’s 

upper octave.65 This idiomatic writing for both instruments could potentially make the Sicilienne 

a fitting addition to a junior recital. 

Absil notated in the score that the Sicilienne can be performed on a B-flat saxophone, but 

the publisher does not supply a printed part for tenor or soprano saxophone. The piece was 

recorded in 2001 by Hermann Rid and Martina Holler on their CD, Saxophon & Harfe, Vol. 2.  

Example 31.  Main motive in Absil's Sicilienne, mm. 3-6. 

 
© Andel Uitgave. Used with permission.

                                                 

65 Or, specifically, . 
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Paysages… – Paul Aliprandi 
 
Aliprandi, Paul (1893-1974) 
Paysages…Sonatine pour flute et Harpe (ou Piano), ou Hautbois, ou Clarinette, ou Bassoon, ou 
Saxophone Alto et Harpe (1973) 
Availability: Chappell (1973) 
Duration: c. 8 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: I. Allant (quarter-note=60) 
  II. Andante (dotted quarter-note=56) 
  III. Allegro Grazioso (dotted quarter-note=144) 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: Suitable for a freshmen/sophomore in college 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 2 
Key Signature 3 
Tempo 3 
Note/rest value 2 
Rhythm 2 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 1 
Ensemble Demands 2 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 2 Fingerings 2 
Articulation 2 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 1 
 

Paysages… (translated as landscapes, or sceneries) is a tonal piece with functional 

harmony. Paysages… has three movements. 

The first movement, Allant, is a rondo in 2/4 (see Chart 5). Every section in the rondo is 

in a different key, and all sections are comprised of two- and four- measure phrases. All sections 

but one feature conjunct saxophone melodies with harp accompaniment.  

The second movement, Andante, has an A-B-A form (see Chart 6). Each section changes 

melodic content and key, modulating from G minor to E-flat major, returning to G minor. 
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The third movement, Allegro grazioso, also has an A-B-A form (see Chart 5). This 

movement is in the key of C major. It is in 6/8, and has the quickest tempo of the three. Note that 

the key areas in all three movements are closely related. 

Chart 5.  Form in Alliprendi's Paysages... . 

 
 
Throughout the piece, the harp has note values of eighth-notes and quarter-notes, with no 

syncopation. This rhythmic simplicity makes Paysages suitable for the intermediate harpist. 

An examination of the third movement reveals editorial discrepancies between the 

saxophone and the score, which shows the flute version. These discrepancies are summarized in 

Chart 6. 

Chart 6.  Editorial discrepancies in Paysages... , Movement III. 

Measure 
Number 

Score (flute version) Saxophone part 

41 Articulation: All tongued, staccato Articulation: Slur two tongue four
43 Articulation: All tongued, staccato Articulation: Slur two tongue four
56 Articulation: Beat 2 marked staccato Articulation: Beat 2 not marked
57 4Rehearsal mark  appears four 4rsal mark Rehea

measures later, m. 61
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 During the third movement, while the flute version has sixteenth-note passages, the oboe 

version has eighth-notes instead (see Example 32). The saxophone version is modeled after the 

oboe version. This is regrettable, since the flute sixteenth-note passages are within the 

saxophone’s range and easy to execute. A possible solution for this dilemma would be for the 

saxophonist to perform using the flute part rather than the original saxophone part. 

Example 32.  Sixteenth-notes in the flute version vs. eighth-notes in the oboe version in 
Aliprandi's Paysages... , Movement III, mm. 57. 
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Capricho Mediterráneo – Mariangeles Sanchez Benimeli 

Benimeli, Mariangeles Sanchez (1893-1974) 
Capricho Mediterráneo, für Harfe und Alt-Saxohon in Es (2001) 
Availability: Ries & Erler, Berlin (published in 2003) 
Duration: c. 8 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: Allegro con molto brio – Allegretto – Andante rubato – Lento, molto legato – 
Allegro – Presto 
  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 3 
Key Signature 4 
Tempo 5 
Note/rest value 6 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 5 
Ensemble Demands 5 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone  Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 4 Fingerings 5 
Articulation 4 Pedal Changes 4 
Extended Techniques 5 Extended Techniques 3 
 

Written in Berlin in 2001, Capricho Mediterráneo is a virtuosic showpiece. Melodies in 

natural minor, mixolydian, and major keys are introduced by both the saxophone and the harp. 

The themes are underdeveloped throughout the piece; they are introduced, and then abandoned 

for a new theme. Capricho Mediterráneo is through-composed; there is no recapitulation or 

return to opening themes (see Chart 7). 

An examination of the tonal areas used in the piece shows the composer’s preference for 

a symmetrical division of the octave. The piece begins in Eb major, then modulates to A major 
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(displaced by a tritone). Sections in F major, A major, and Db major follow (see Chart 7). F, A, 

and Db create an augmented triad, dividing the octave to three symmetrical parts. 

Chart 7.  Form in Benimeli's Capricho Mediterráneo. 

 

The ensemble in Capricho Mediterráneo is varied: sometimes the harpist plays alone; 

sometimes the saxophonist plays the melody unaccompanied; at times, the saxophone 

accompanies the harp with slap tongue66 or trills. At times, the harp accompanies the saxophone 

with guitar-like strumming. 

In this edition, the staves are marked “Harfe” and “Alt-Sax. In Es.” The readers, 

assuming they are looking at a transposed part, might be confused to see the saxophone and harp 

part have the same key signature. The alto saxophone part in the score is, in fact, transposed: it 

has the concert-pitch key signature, and accidentals within the line to correct the notes. 

                                                 
66 A slap tongue is a percussive effect. When slap tonguing, the saxophonist deliberately uses an overly 

heavy tongue movement when articulating, in order to produce a clicking sound. For more information about slap 
tonguing, please see Jean-Marie Londeix’s Hello! Mr. Sax, or, Parameters of the Saxophone. Leduc, Paris: 1989. 
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Notturno op. 45 – Gustav Bumcke 

Bumcke, Gustav (1876-1963) 
Notturno, op. 45 
Availability: Ries & Erler (published 1992) 
Duration: c. 5 minutes 
Instrumentation: baritone or alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: Andante 
  

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone – medium, suitable for intermediate students.  

Harp – Medium, suitable for Freshmen in college. 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 1 
Key Signature 2 
Tempo 2 
Note/rest value 2 
Rhythm 2 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 2 
Ensemble Demands 2 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 3 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 2 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 1 

 

This lyrical, aria-like melody in G major exemplifies idiomatic writing for the baritone 

saxophone, as well as the harp (see Example 33). In the saxophone, flowing slurred sixteenth-

note lines allow for a display of developing technique. The entire range of the saxophone is used, 

and low Bs are always slurred to in a step-wise motion, marked Forte (see Example 34). 

The accompanying texture in the harp is rolled chords, with four notes to each hand. The 

division between the hands is clear, and there are no finger stretches larger than a fourth. This 
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makes Bumcke’s writing for the harp idiomatic. All pedal changes are at least four beats apart 

and easily manageable.  

As a tonal piece with predictable phrase lengths, the Notturno can serve as a vehicle for 

the intermediate duo to improve intonation and ensemble skills. The piece was recorded in 2001 

by Hermann Rid and Martina Holler on their CD, Saxophon & Harfe, Vol. 2. 

Example 33.  Main motive in Bumcke's Notturno, op. 45, mm. 1-4. 

 
© 1992 Ries & Erler. Used with permission. 

 
Example 34.  Slurred melody in the baritone saxophone in Bumcke's Notturno, mm. 61-62. 

 

 
© 1992 Ries & Erler. Used with permission. 
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Une fleur sur l’étang – Yvonne Desportes 

 

Desportes, Yvonne (1907-1993) 
Une fleur sur l’étang (1977) 
Availability: Dorn publications 
Duration: c. 12 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Titles: I. Dédicace (trés Librement, comme un improvisation); II. La Nuit (librement, 
quarter-note =60); III. Le fleur (vif, eighth-note =176) 
  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Difficult. Professional level. Suitable for end of undergraduate 
studies. 
 
Criteria Grade
Meter 5 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 5 
Note/rest value 4 
Rhythm 5 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, 
Dynamics

5 

Ensemble Demands 5 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 4 Fingerings 5 
Articulation 5 Pedal Changes 5 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 1 

 

Une fleur sur l’étang (translated as “a flower on the pond”) is a virtuosic tour-de-force 

for the alto saxophone and the harp. The technical passages in the saxophone part features rapid 

sextuplets, recurring slurred leaps of sixths, sevenths, and octaves, as well as augmented, 

diminished, and Lydian scales.  
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The first movement, Dédicace, has single note lines in the harp with constantly changing 

subdivisions. To this texture, the saxophone joins with slower moving lines of successive leaps 

of ninths and sevenths. This movement revolves around A Dorian. 

The second movement, la nuit, begins with a recitative-like texture: a sustained chord in 

the harp supports a florid line in the saxophone. As the movement develops, the harp 

accompaniment becomes more active and aggressive until the harp takes over the leading role 

with the instruction “brutal.” After a short climax, a variation of the opening phrase concludes 

the movement. 

The third movement, le flour, is fast and virtuosic. Recurring sextuplets in the saxophone 

are accompanied by eighth-notes containing parallel seconds in the harp. Soon the movement 

becomes so aggressive that the harp part is notated with lines and arrows pointing the direction 

of the line instead of specific note heads (see Example 35) 

Example 35.  Harp notation in Desportes's Une fleur sur l’étang, Movement III, mm. 47-49. 

 
© 1977 Dorn Publications. 

 

Daniel Kientzy (b. 1951) is an avant-garde saxophonist who studied with Daniel Deffayet 

at the Paris Conservatoire. The third movement (titled le flour) is dedicated to Kientzy through 

the incorporation of his name in the music. Beginning in measure 51 (p. 18 of the score), letters 
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appear above each pitch in the saxophone and harp line. The letters spell “Daniel Kientzy” 

forwards and backwards (prime and retrograde). This is demonstrated in Example 36. 

Example 36.  The name "Daniel" in Desportes's Une fleur sur l’étang, Movement III.  The letters 
are in the composers's hand and are part of the score. 

(a) m. 51. Prime and scrambled.  

 
© 1977 Dorn Publications. 

 
(b) m. 53. Retrograde and scrambled. 

 
© 1977 Dorn Publications. 

 

The use of letters as pitches began with Johann Sebastian Bach, who incorporated a B-A-

C-H motif (the notes B flat, A, C, B natural) in his pieces.67 Composers Robert Schumann, Franz 

Liszt, and Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, and many others used the B-A-C-H motif in their pieces as 

homage to J. S. Bach. Composers such as Franz Schubert, Arnold Scheonberg, and Dmitri 

Shostakovich used their own signature motifs.68 

                                                 
67 Malcolm Boyd. “B-A-C-H.” Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed 12 August 2007), 

<http://www.grovemusic.com> 
68 Eric Sams. “Music Using Cryptographic and Related Concepts.” Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy 

(Accessed 12 August 2007), <http://www.grovemusic.com> 
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Fissures – Philippe Di Betta 

Di Betta, Philippe (b. 1962) 
Fissures (1991) 
Availability: from the composer 
Duration: c. 4 minutes 
Instrumentation: bass saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: none 
  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 

Criteria Grade
Meter 6 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 6 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 6 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 2 Fingerings 6 
Articulation 5 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 5 Extended Techniques 1 

 

Fissures (“cracks”) is an avant-garde piece with aleatoric aspects. These aspects include 

sections with improvised pitches of prescribed duration, sections with prescribed pitches but 

improvised duration, and passages with a slash through the beaming. Similar to such works as 

Edison Denisov’s Concerto Piccolo, there are no bar lines indicating meter in the piece, but 

rather events in time. A vertical dotted line through the staves indicates simultaneous events. 

The piece can be perceived as having a form of intro-A-B-A. A sections are marked at 

quarter-note=60; the B section is marked eighth-note=240 (see Chart 8).  
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Chart 8.  Form in De Betta's Fissures. 

 
 

The introduction is a 30-second solo for unaccompanied harp. While the harpist is 

improvising a melody in the right hand, she is asked to alternate long, sustained notes (D, Bb, 

Gb, Cb) in the left hand. These four notes are the foundation for all sonorities and passages. With 

the last system as an exception, the piece displays the following scale:  

 (or, seventh mode of E-flat harmonic minor), without deviation.  

The music in the A section (quarter-note = 60) features mostly forte and mezzo-forte 

dynamics (following sections utilize different tempi and dynamics). The harp alternates between 

a held chord motive and repeated four notes staccato motive. The saxophone intervenes between 

these two motives with a disjunct melody, using the scale mentioned above (see Example 37). A 

trill on the saxophone’s low E concludes this section. This trill foreshadows the role of the 

saxophone in the B section. 

Example 37.  Harp and saxophone motives in A section of Di Betta's Fissures. 

 
© 1991 Philippe Di Betta. 
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The B section (eighth-note=240) starts quietly (ppp for the saxophone and p for the harp). 

The saxophone supplies a constant sound of long tones with effects: swells, trills, timber trills, 

and repeated slap-tongued notes. The harp plays an eighth-note ostinato with the left hand, and 

four-chord motive with the right hand (see Example 38). The ostinato repeats with growing 

intensity through several “repeat until cued” sections. A final ostinato in octaves ends the 

section. 

Example 38.  Eighth-note ostinato in the harp part in B section of Di Betta's Fissures. 

 
© 1991 Philippe Di Betta. 

 

In the final A section (quarter-note=60), previously introduced materials are repeated. 

The last system has the same motive as the beginning of the first A section, transposed up a 1/2 

step. The last note is a surprising unison; both saxophone and harp hold an F# for a moment, then 

execute a glissando, the saxophone upward and the harp downward. 
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Fougères, op. 56b – Jacqueline Fontyn 

Fontyn, Jacquelin, (b. 1930) 
Fougères, op. 56b  (1981) 
Availability: Salabert 
Duration: c. 6 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: none. 
  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional, suitable for Graduate study 

Criteria Grade
Meter 6 
Key Signature 6 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 6 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 6 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

 

  

In Fougères, both saxophone and harp have a plethora of extended techniques. The 

saxophone part utilizes vibrato variation, specific finger-shading on selected notes, flutter 

tongue, glissandi, singing through the instrument while playing, fingering a low note, and 

blowing air without producing a note.  

The harp part indicates to hit the soundboard, play near the soundboard, play with the 

fingernail, make the strings strike each other by sliding violently with the second finger, and play 

sweeping chords with the right hand while the left hand is placed flat on the upper end of the 

strings. A detailed index page lists eighteen specific symbols used in the piece. For a sample 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 6 Fingerings 2 
Articulation 6 Pedal Changes 4 
Extended Techniques 4 Extended Techniques 6 
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from the score (see Example 39). 

Example 39.  Variety of extended techniques in Fontyn's Fougères, p. 3 of score (circles and text 
added to clarify example and are not part of score). 

 

 
 © 1981 CeBeDeM. Used with permission. 

  

Play near the sounding board (this is usually 
referred to as prés de la table, or p.d.l.t.) 

Hit the strings with 
a flat palm of the 
hand 

Quick runs with beaming 
and without note heads. 
In this case, play as high 
as possible and match 
the contour of the line 
 

Hit the sounding board 

Hit the sounding board immediately 
after playing the note 

Glissando with pedal changes 
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These extended techniques, coupled with sudden tempo changes, fast glissandi, and 

variety of pauses create an abstract soundscape, constantly shifting in intensity and texture. The 

through-composed form and the lack of recurring motives make this piece challenging to any 

audience. Fougères is also a town in Brittany, France. The composer does not offer an 

explanation as to why or if the piece was named after the town. 
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The River of Hopes, Tenderness, Mist over the River  – Jan Freidlin 

Freidlin, Jan (1944) 
The River of Hopes (2002), Tenderness (2002), Mist over the River (2004) 
Availability: Email the composer at <jafra@zahav.net.il>. 
Duration: c. 3 minutes each 
Instrumentation: The River of Hopes is for alto saxophone and harp; Tenderness and Mist over 

the River are for soprano saxophone and harp. 
Movement Title: Sostenuto Misterioso (quarter-note=66), Quasi Tranquillo e molto rubato 

(quarter-note=58-69), Andante tranquillo. 
  
Note: These are three independent pieces, but since they are very similar to each other in texture, 
harmony, and character, they have the same level of difficulty. 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: Medium Difficult, suitable for freshmen/sophomores in college. 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 3 
Key Signature 2 
Tempo 3 
Note/rest value 2 
Rhythm 2 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 3 
Ensemble Demands 2 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 2 Fingerings 2 
Articulation 1 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 2 
  

 These three tonal pieces by Freidlin were first conceived for violin and harp, and all share 

a lyrical character. Even though Freidlin wrote the saxophone versions shortly after the pieces 

were written, they are not quite idiomatic to the saxophone. This is manifested in large interval 

leaps and pervasive use of the saxophone’s lowest octave. 

 The opening of The River of Hopes is sparse and very soft. Both instruments play long 

notes in separate entrances. A motive of sixteenth notes develops in the harp, accompanying a 
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melody in quarter notes in the saxophone. The sixteenths change to glissandi, which turn to a 

series of trills, exchanged between the harp and the saxophone. In the final section of the piece, 

titled “Sostenuto con moto,” the harp establishes a constant eighth-note pattern in C# minor (see 

Example 40). Both instruments fade gradually to the end. 

Example 40.  Closing motive in Freidlin's The River of Hopes, mm. 118-122. 

 
 © Jan Freidlin.  
 

 While the writing for the harp is idiomatic, the saxophone only utilizes its lower register. 

For instance, the motive shown in Example 40 repeats twice, without octave variation. The 

saxophone can easily execute the line in Example 40 an octave higher. One can speculate 

Freidlin did not include this octave variation because he was not familiar with the capabilities of 

the saxophone. 

 Tenderness is a through-composed, yet lyrical piece, alternating between the modes of C 

Lydian and E Aeolian. The harp opens and closes the piece with harmonics. The soprano 

saxophone part is diatonic and concentrates in the mid–to-low register.69 The melody consists of 

note values of eighth-notes and slower; however, the part has pervasive leaps of fourths, fifths, 

sixths, and sevenths. The piece ends with a low B followed by C# marked ppp (see Example 41). 

This might be a challenge to the intermediate soprano saxophone player.  

                                                 

69 Specifically, . 
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Example 41.  End of Freidlin's Tenderness, mm. 53-56. 

 
 © Jan Freidlin.  
  

 Mist over the Lake is a lyrical composition with the form of an A-B-A (see Chart 9). The 

A section is in common time. The B section is in 3/4, marked piu mosso and quarter-note=126. 

In Mist over the Lake, the soprano saxophone plays the melody while the harp accompanies (see 

Example 42). 

Example 42.  Soprano saxophone melody with harp accompaniment in Freidlin's Mist Over the 
Lake, mm. 6-9. 

 
 © Jan Freidlin. 
  

 Note the two tonal centers introduced in Mist over the Lake: B minor and F Lydian. 

Freidlin not only chose contrasting modes (minor and Lydian), he also placed them a tritone 

apart. The piece is unified through the use of the common tones between B minor and F Lydian: 

B, D, E, and A. 
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Chart 9.  Form of Freidlin's Mist Over the Lake. 

 

 In conclusion, The River of Hopes, Tenderness, and Mist Over the River are fine musical 

compositions, yet the awkwardness in each saxophone part is problematic. Young students 

would find the parts difficult while advanced saxophonists might find its simplicity unattractive. 
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Nocturne et Sicilienne – Armando Ghidoni 

Ghidoni, Armando (b. 1959) 
Nocturne et Sicilienne (2003) 
Dedication: to Marizelda Soliz 
Availability: Alphonse Leduc  
Duration: c. 5 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto or soprano or tenor saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: Andante 
  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Intermediate, suitable for advanced high school players or freshmen in 
college. 
 
Criteria Grade
Meter 2 
Key Signature 2 
Tempo 2 
Note/rest value 3 
Rhythm 2 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 3 
Ensemble Demands 2 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 2 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 2 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 2 

 

Nocturne et Sicilienne is a lyrical, melodic composition; it is musically varied and 

technically accessible to the intermediate saxophonist and harpist. Two separate saxophone parts 

are supplied: one in E-flat (indicated for alto saxophone), and one in B-flat (indicated for either 

tenor or soprano saxophone). Both E-flat and B-flat parts retain the integrity of the melody and 

are not in the least awkward. It is evident that much thought was invested in preparing both E-

flat and B-flat parts.  
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 A four-measure introduction in the harp establishes the character of this piece: it is in C 

minor, with functional harmony. The saxophone enters with a scalar melody in eighth-notes (see 

Example 43). The harp replies with a dotted sixteenth motive, which develops to broken 

sixteenth-note accompaniment. The chord progression briefly suggests E-flat major, yet a 

passage in G dominant transitions to the Sicilienne. 

The Sicilienne begins in the same key as the Nocturne (C minor), but the meter changes 

to 6/8. Both saxophone and harp display the melody, and the composition modulates to G minor. 

In this section, the harp presents the melody while the saxophone accompanies. The piece returns 

to the opening meter (4/4), and modulates to E-flat major. Rhythmic density rises, with 

sixteenth-notes for the harp and occasional sextuplet runs for the saxophone. The final two 

measures have a separate ending for harp or piano; the harp version calls for a harmonic.  

Example 43.  Main motive from Ghidoni's Nocturne et Sicilienne, mm. 4-8. 

 
© 2003 Alphonse Leduc. 
 

Note the Nocturne et Sicilienne begins in C minor, yet ends in E-flat major. Ghidoni’s 

piece can be perceived as a sonata-allegro form, with the Nocturne as the exposition section, the 

Sicilienne as the development section, and the return to 4/4 as the recapitulation section. This is 

demonstrated in Chart 10. 
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Chart 10.  Form of Ghidoni's Nocturne et Sicilienne. 
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Eolienne – Ida Gotkovsky 

Gotkovsky, Ida (b. 1932) 
Eolienne (1979) 
Availability: Billaudot 
Duration: c. 16 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Titles: I. Lyrique (Allegro agitato tumultuso, quarter-note =104-108); II. Intermezzo 

(Nostalgique, dotted half-note=52); III. Intense (Lent. Molto espressivo); IV. Perpetuum 
Mobile (prestissimo, dotted quarter-note =112); Declamatiore (Libre, large).  

  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 4 
Note/rest value 5 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 5 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 5 Fingerings 6 
Articulation 5 Pedal Changes 6 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 1 

 

Eolienne is a musically and technically challenging work for alto saxophone and harp. 

Eolienne has five movements, extreme tempos, wide dynamic range, and expressive passages. 

The saxophone part has pervasive use of altissimo. The harp part throughout Eolienne is 

somewhat pianistic and requires some editing. The editing would involve marking pedal changes 

and assigning fingerings. 
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The first movement, Lyrique, opens with turbulent chords in the harp. The saxophone 

part has an expressive melody, which involves altissimo as a part of the line. Saxophone has a 

short cadenza, then the harp. The movement is centered around A Aeolian. 

The second movement, Intermezzo, is a waltz. Both saxophone and harp present an 

eighth-note melody with an unadorned waltz accompaniment. The melody is introduced in D 

augmented, C minor-major seventh, C# diminished, Db major b13; the movement ends with a 

sudden change in harmony from Ab minor seventh to a D major triad. 

Intense presents melody of repeated quarter-notes in A minor (see Example 45). The 

accompaniment is modal, emphasizing the fifth and the seventh of A minor (see Example 46). 

Intense is very similar in character to other Lent-titled movement in Gotkovsky’s works, such as 

Movement V in Variations pathétiques (1980) and movement V in Quatuor (1983). Note the 

similarities between Examples 44 and 45. Both melodies are in natural minor, both repeat and 

emphasize the tonic, and both use repeated eighth- and quarter-note rhythms. 

Example 44.  Main motive in Gotkovsky's Variations pathétiques, Movement V, mm. 43-46. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 

 

Example 45.  Main motive in Gotkovsky's Eolienne, Movement III, end. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 

 

There is a discrepancy between the saxophone and harp parts at the end of this 

movement. From the last a tempo marking in the movement (Intense is notated without bar lines) 
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the saxophone repeats the theme twice, then plays a short coda. That theme appears only once in 

the harp part. Since the repetition is performed in different octaves in the saxophone, the solution 

would be to insert a repeat sign in the last two systems of the harp part (see Example 46).  

Example 46.  Discrepancy between alto saxophone part and score in Gotkovsky's Eolienne, 
Movement III, end: 

(a) Alto saxophone part 

 
 

(b) Score 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 
 

The fourth movement, Perpetuum mobile, features sextuplets in the saxophone with harp 

accompaniment in duple subdivision (demonstrated in Example 11). This virtuosic movement 

requires great rhythmic precision from both players. Similar perpetuum mobile texture appears in 

movement IV of Variations pathétiques (illustrated in Example 10).  

The final movement, Declamatoire, has extreme dynamic markings (from ff to ppp to fff) 

and flexible pulse; it is notated without bar lines or meter. The chords in the harp trigger the 

melody in the saxophone (see Example 47). Due to the vast range of the chord, the harp player 
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will not execute all six notes at once, but rather roll the chord from the lowest sound upwards. 

This creates two options for the saxophonist: to begin the melody with the lowest sound of the 

chord, or with the highest note of the chord. There is no indication as to the composer’s intent 

and the two options produce a very different effect. Each performing duo should consider both 

options. 

Example 47.  Melody and accompaniment in Gotkovsky's Eolienne, Movement V, first system. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 
 

Eolienne was recorded in 2001 by Hermann Rid and Martina Holler on their CD, 

Saxophon & Harfe, Vol. 2. James Bunte also recorded the piece in winter of 2007; the release 

date for this recording is unknown. 
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Cadenza – Rokus de Groot 

De Groot, Rokus (b. 1947) 
Cadenza for bass saxophone and harp (1993) 
Dedication: to Leo van Oostvom and Ernestine Stoop 
Availability: Donemus, Amsterdam (published in 1993) 
Duration: c. 9 minutes 
Instrumentation: bass saxophone and harp 
Movement title: quarter-note=120, rubato (senza misura) 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 

Criteria Grade
Meter 6 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 4 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 5 
Ensemble Demands 5 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 4 Fingerings 4 
Articulation 3 Pedal Changes 4 
Extended Techniques 3 Extended Techniques 5 
 

The Cadenza is a showcase for the bass saxophone and the harp. Changes in 

instrumentation, rhythmic density, and rhythmic complexity create the form of the Cadenza (see 

Chart 11). Throughout the piece, both instruments have moderate use of extended techniques. 

The harp has double harmonics as well as prés de la table in the lower register. The saxophone 

has a timbre trill on middle B-flat (see Example 48).   
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Example 48.  Timbre trill in bass saxophone part, De Groot’s Cadenza. 70 

 
 
The Cadenza is an atonal composition. A close examination of the piece reveals it is not a 

serial composition. An analysis of the Cadenza’s interval-class content shows a high occurrence 

of pitch interval class of 1, 2, and 5.71  This is shown in Example 49. 

Example 49. High occurrence of pitch interval class of 1, 2, and 5 in de Groot's Cadenza, mm. 1-
10.  (Numbers appearing in the staff indicate the pitch class interval; not part of the score.) 

                                                 
70The numbers appearing above the notation are a part of the score; they denote which keys to press. For a 

complete fingering diagram and terminology, please see Jean-Marie Londeix’s Hello! Mr. Sax, or, Parameters of the 
Saxophone. Leduc, Paris: 1989.  

71 Pitch interval classes are calculated by counting the number of semitones (half-steps) from one note to 
the next by the shortest available rout, either up or down. This analysis was done in accordance to Joseph N. Straus. 
Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory. Third Edition. Pearson Education, New Jersey: 2005. 

Bass

Interval class:  2    5     2                   5    1        2        4   1      5   2    4    1 

2   5     2     1    3        2    1       2          5    2        4          1       1     1 

2        1            3      0     0      3          5       0      1    2           3 
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In the opening section of the piece, the saxophone and harp exchange cadenzas, only 

slightly overlapping in sound. When both instruments play simultaneously, there is no dominant 

voice, but rather two soloists exchanging ideas. During the piece’s climax, both instruments play 

quick lines marked forte, fortissimo, and sforzando. A short cadenza by the bass saxophone and 

then a closing phrase by the harp, featuring rhythmic values similar to the opening brings the 

Cadenza to an end. 

Chart 11.  Form in de Groot's Cadenza. 
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Vijolica – Tomislav Hmeljak 

Hmeljak, Tomislav (b. 1970) 
Vijolica (2001) 
Availability: Pizzicato Verlag Helveita 
Duration: c. 2½ minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: Andante, quarter-note=92-96 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone – Easy, Suitable for beginners; harp – Medium, Suitable 
for intermediate students. 
 
Criteria Grade 
Meter 1 
Key Signature 2 
Tempo 2 
Note/rest value 2 
Rhythm 1 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 1 
Ensemble Demands 1 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 1 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 1 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 1 

 

Vijolica is a modest composition of 36 measures. The unadorned melody, simple 

functional harmony, 3/4 meter, and accompaniment texture all evoke the atmosphere of a lullaby 

(see Example 50). After a nine-measure introduction, the saxophone enters with the melody—a 

diatonic statement in D major. The harpist’s left hand outlines a simple harmonic progression in 

eighth-notes: tonic, subdominant, dominant, tonic. 
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Example 50.  Main motive in Hmeljak's Vijolica, mm. 5-8. 

 
 © 2001 Pizzicato Verlag Helveita. Used with permission. 

 

Measures 15-17 feature a passage of sixteenth-note diatonic octaves in the harp part (see 

Example 51). This sixteenth-note passage is awkward to execute. If it were not for these 

measures, the harp part would have been suited for beginning harpists.  

Example 51.  Sixteenth-note diatonic octaves in Hmeljak's Vijolica, mm. 15-17. 

 
 © 2001 Pizzicato Verlag Helveita. Used with permission. 

 

After the melody is stated twice, a counter melody is played by the harpist’s right hand, 

and the saxophone states the theme for a third time. Melody and harmony are then presented in 

B-flat major. The key change is immediate and unprepared. 

The piece has no formal “ending;” it abruptly stops in mid-phrase, like a hand-wound 

musical treasure box. There is no dedication to this piece; Vijolica (Violet) might be named after 

the flower or a person close to the composer.  
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Zwei Akte – Mauricio Kagel 

Kagel, Mauricio (b. 1931) 
Zwei Akte Grand duo für Saxophon und harfe (1988-89) 
Availability: Peters 
Duration: c. 28 minutes 
Instrumentation: Baritone, alto, and sopranino saxophones (one player) and harp 
Movement Title: none 
  
Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 
 
Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 
Key Signature 6 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 5 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 6 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 
Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 6 Fingerings 6 
Articulation 6 Pedal Changes 6 
Extended Techniques 5 Extended Techniques 5 
  

Zwei Akte is truly a grand duo. Seven hundred forty-two measures long, the piece calls 

for virtuosity, exact ensemble, and extended techniques. The saxophonist needs to slap tongue, 

play multiphonics, sing, laugh, and speak while playing, as well as circular-breathe. The harpist 

is asked to strike the strings with a plastic ruler, play with the fingernails, hit the soundboard, 

play double harmonics, and play glissandi while changing pedals. All the effects are notated in 

the part with a verbal explanation in both German and English. 
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 Zwei Akte was commissioned and premiered by the Old Frankfurt Opera72 in 1989. 

According to the composer in a preface to the score, the piece can be performed as a concert or 

as a theatrical work, with two actors. Kagel indicated in the score that the actors are to be one 

female and one male; they are silent and start the performance nude, getting dressed throughout 

the performance. Kagel did not supply a specific action sequence or exact choreography for the 

actors to execute while the performance takes place. Zwei Akte is a word play in German and 

could be read as “two acts” or “two nudes.” The piece was masterfully recorded in 1990 by 

Michael Riessler (saxophones) and Brigitte Sylvestre (harp) as a part of the CD Zwei Akte; 

Rrrrrrr--: 5 Jazzstücke; Blue's blue. (Paris: Disques Montaigne: Wotre Music [distributor], 

1991). 

                                                 
72 The Old Frankfurt Opera was originally established in 1880; the Opera House was destroyed at the end 

of World War II. In 1976 reconstruction efforts began, and the Old Opera House was reopened in 1981, as a 
congress and concert hall. The exterior of the Opera House is in the style of the Italian High Renaissance. Its main 
hall seats 2,500 people. For more information, please visit http://www.alteoper.de/. 
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Romance – Yusef Lateef 

Lateef, Yusef (b. 1920)   
Romance (1991) 
Availability: Fana Music 
Duration: c. 8 minutes 
Instrumentation: soprano saxophone and harp 
Movement Titles: I. with love, quarter-note=100; II. cheerfully, quarter-note =104; III. quarter-

note=100. 
  
Grade Level of Difficulty: Difficult. Professional level, suitable for college undergraduate study. 
 
Criteria Grade 
Meter 3 
Key Signature 4 
Tempo 2 
Note/rest value 4 
Rhythm 5 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 4 
Ensemble Demands 4 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 
Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 2 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 3 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 4 
  

Yusef Lateef’s Romance features light, transparent textures throughout. Often, the 

soprano saxophone has eighth-note melody accompanied by half- or quarter-notes in the harp. 

When the harp plays an eighth-note line, there are no accompanying chords. When chords 

appear, they contain four notes or less. 

The first movement of Romance is in the key of E-flat minor. The meter is 3/4. Both 

melody and accompaniment emphasize the key’s natural ninth and raised seventh. 
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 The second movement begins in B-flat minor, in common time. Lateef used quartal and 

quintal harmony in this movement. A pedal point in the middle of the movement establishes a 

new tonal center of Db.  

 The third movement evokes Middle Eastern sounds. The saxophone and harp are in 

unison, with a melody based on the harmonic minor scale (see Example 52). In this movement, 

the harp part calls for p.d.l.t73 and double harmonics. 

Example 52.  Main theme in Lateef's Romance, Movement III, mm. 1-8. 

 
© 1991 FANA Music. 

 

Though tempo markings are similar in all three movements, the Romance has a sense of 

increased energy throughout the piece, with the first movement using soft dynamics and long 

note durations, the second movement louder and more rhythmically active, and the third 

movement using the loudest dynamic markings and shortest note durations.  

                                                 
73 The instruction “to play near the soundboard” appears in French as “prés de la table.” Harpists commonly 

refer to “play near the soundboard” as p.d.l.t. 
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The Romance would be a fine addition to an undergraduate recital. Saxophonist Wayne 

Tice and harpist Laura Majestic recorded the Romance, as a part of the CD “Wayne Tice Plays 

the Music of Yusef Lateef” on Yal Records, released 2002. 
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La Romanesca – Quinto Maganini 

Maganini, Quinto (1897-1974) 
La Romanesca (published 1956) 
Availability: Edition Musicus 
Duration: c. 3 minutes 
Instrumentation: tenor saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: Moderato, half note = 104 
  
Grade Level of Difficulty: Easy, suitable for beginners of both saxophone and harp 
 
Criteria Grade
Meter 1 
Key Signature 1 
Tempo 1 
Note/rest value 1 
Rhythm 1 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 1 
Ensemble Demands 1 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 
Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 1 Fingerings 2 
Articulation 1 Pedal Changes 1 
Extended Techniques 1 Extended Techniques 1 

 

The score describes La Romanesca as “An Ancient Italian Dance Air of the Sixteenth 

Century.” In addition to the tenor saxophone and harp version, the piece can be played on ‘cello 

or bassoon and harp or guitar or lute. 

 La Romanesca is in the key of A minor. The meter is alla breve. The melody has a 

modest range of a ninth (tenor saxophone’s written   ), and uses only whole-notes, 

half-notes, and quarter-notes. The harp accompaniment is simple as well, with quarter-notes for 

the right hand and half- or whole- notes for the left hand (see Example 53). Both the 

accompaniment and the melody repeat many times over. La Romanesca is well suited for very 

young players. 
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Example 53.  Main motive in Maganini's La Romanesca, mm. 2-9. 

 
© 1956 Editions musicus. 
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Ofaerufoss – Isabelle Marcoux 

Marcoux, Isabelle (b. 1961) 
Ofaerufoss (1992) 
Availability: Canadian Music Centre, Toronto, Ontario 
Duration: c. 8 minutes 
Instrumentation: soprano saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: quarter-note note=104 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 

Criteria Grade
Meter 4 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 4 
Note/rest value 5 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 5 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of difficulty: harp 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 4 Fingerings 6 
Articulation 5 Pedal Changes 5 
Extended Techniques 4 Extended Techniques 4 

 

Written for Canadian saxophonist Monique Sylvestre and harpist Lucia Cericola, Isabelle 

Marcoux’s piece is rhythmically aggressive and technically challenging to both harpist and 

saxophonist. Ofaerufoss is an atonal piece, with sections of varied rhythmic intensity (for an 

outline of the piece’s form, see Chart 12). 

The piece begins with a sparse line in the harp. This line gradually transforms into a 

constant stream of eighth-notes with disjunct intervals (see first phrase group marking in Chart 

12). Notes in the harp’s lowest octave punctuate the upbeat of beat four, and then beat two. This 

is done in an irregular manner reminiscent of bebop style jazz phrasing. This disjunct line 

progresses up the harp’s range. While this is taking place, the saxophone enters with a legato line 
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of constantly changing subdivisions: sixteenths, triplets, sextuplets, and quarter-note trills. This 

is indicated as the second phrase group marking in Chart 12, as well as Example 54. 

Chart 12.  Form of Marcoux's Ofaerufoss. 

 

 

Example 54.  Ascending ostinato in the harp and variety of subdivisions in the saxophone in 
Marcoux's Ofaerufoss, mm. 50-55. 

 
© 1992 Canadian Music Centre. Used with permission. 
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As the pulse changes from quarter-note=104 to quarter-note=72, the rhythmic density 

also increases. While the harp has a constant stream of thirty-second notes, the saxophone 

answers with the same rhythmic values. Then, both instruments play simultaneously, the 

saxophone with articulated sextuplets and the harp with thirty-second notes.  

As the pulse slows down further to quarter-note=60, both the saxophone and the harp 

have trills and rubato phrases. A three-second silence is notated, and then the saxophone plays a 

soft, lyrical, unaccompanied phrase with half- and whole-notes. 

The harp returns to the opening tempo, with plucked chords in quarter-notes. The 

saxophone plays a disjunct eighth-note line similar to the harp’s introduction. The saxophone 

fades away while the harp resumes the eighth-note line, which becomes sparse, and then finally 

stops. 

The piece is published in three parts: a score, a soprano saxophone part, and a harp part. 

The harp part does not have saxophone cues; the saxophone part does not have harp cues. 

Ensemble accuracy would be easier to achieve if the harp player performed from the score rather 

than its designated part. 
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Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp – Robert McClintock 

McClintock, Robert (b. 1946) 
Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp (1971) 
Availability: directly from the composer, <macrobert@mcmusic.com> 
Duration: c. 5 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: none 
  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Medium difficult. Suitable for freshman /sophomore in college. 
Criteria Grade

Meter 3 
Key Signature 2 
Tempo 4 
Note/rest value 3 
Rhythm 3 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 4 
Ensemble Demands 3 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
Criteria Grade Criteria Grade

Range 2 Fingerings 2 
Articulation 1 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 2 
  

Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp is a tonal composition. Four-note sonorities of 

stacked thirds outline major- and minor-seventh chords in the harp part. The melody in the 

saxophone often emphasizes the chord’s sixth and seventh (see Example 55). Pedal points are 

used throughout the piece to establish tonality. Tonal centers shift abruptly, without preparation. 

Example 55.  Opening theme in McClintock's Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp, mm. 5-6. 

 
© Robert McClintock 
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 The piece starts in F major, shifts to B major, and returns to F major. The main theme is 

introduced in F minor. A second theme is introduced in Ab major. A brief saxophone cadenza 

follows. New thematic material is introduced in E-flat major. A short coda restates the original F 

major theme (see Chart 13). 

Chart 13.  Form of McClintock's Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp. 
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Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp #2 – Robert McClintock 

McClintock, Robert (b. 1946) 
Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp #2 (1972) 
Availability: directly from the composer, <macrobert@mcmusic.com> 
Duration: c. 8 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: none 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Medium difficult. Suitable for freshman /sophomore in college. 

Criteria Grade
Meter 2 
Key Signature 2 
Tempo 3 
Note/rest value 4 
Rhythm 3 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 2 
Ensemble Demands 3 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
Criteria Grade Criteria Grade

Range 2 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 2 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 4 
 

Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp #2 is a considerably longer composition than 

McClintock’s first piece for alto saxophone and harp. The harmonic language is simpler, 

featuring major and minor triads. Melodies in the saxophone part are based on either harmonic or 

natural minor scales, emphasizing the tonic (see Example 56). 

Example 56.  Opening theme in McClintock's Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp #2, mm. 22-
26. 

 
© Robert McClintock 
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The form is cyclical with a coda (see Chart 14). The piece is framed by a saxophone 

cadenza in A minor, followed by a faster-tempo harp ostinato.  

Chart 14.  Form of McClintock's Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp #2. 

 

 
Music for Alto Saxophone and Harp #2 has no development of themes, but rather a 

presentation of a harmonic environment, addition of melody, and then a sudden change of tempo, 

key, meter, and melody. Once the ending saxophone cadenza was played, the saxophonist is 

asked to “keep mouth over mouthpiece and head down—release and walk quietly to the off-

stage—leave music behind.” Meanwhile, the harp plays a short coda in D major. 
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Le Départ Du Roi – Anne-Marie Mimet 

Mimet, Anne-Marie    
Le Départ du Roi (Ymadawiad Y Brenin), Air populaire Gallois 
Availability: Billaudot 
Duration: c. 2 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: Martial (quarter-note=100) 
  
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: For saxophone – Easy, suitable for beginners; for harp – medium, 
suitable for intermediate students. 
 

Criteria Grade
Meter 1 
Key Signature 1 
Tempo 4 
Note/rest value 3 
Rhythm 2 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 2 
Ensemble Demands 2 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 1 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 1 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 1 
  

Le Départ Du Roi has a folk-like melody in G Aeolian. This melody features repeated 

dotted eighth-note-sixteenth rhythms (see Example 57). The step-wise melody has a simple 

phrase structure: A-A-B-codetta. All phrases are four measures long; the codetta is two measures 

long. The saxophone repeats this melody many times over, while the harp accompaniment varies 

with each repetition of the melody.  

Mimet uses a variety of rhythmic textures to create interest, such as staccato eighth-note 

chords on downbeats, eighth-note chords on upbeats, chords in half-notes, and broken chords in 
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sextuplets. Le Départ Du Roi is well suited for the beginner saxophonist and the intermediate 

harpist. 

Example 57.  Main theme in Mimet's Le Départ Du Roi, mm. 5-8. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 
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Hiraeth – Anne-Marie Mimet 

Mimet, Anne-Marie  
Hiraeth (Nostalgie du pays) 
Availability: Billaudot, published 1981 
Duration: c. 4 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: none 
  
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Medium. Suitable for intermediate students. 
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 2 
Key Signature 2 
Tempo 4 
Note/rest value 2 
Rhythm 2 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 3 
Ensemble Demands 2 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 2 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 2 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 1 
  

Dedicated to saxophonist Roland Piérry, Hiraeth is a part of the George Gourdet 

saxophone series for the publisher Billaudot. The meter of the composition is 6/8, with tempo 

markings of dotted quarter-note=54, eighth-note=132, and dotted quarter-note=54.  

The melody in the saxophone features step-wise motion in slurred sixteenth- and eighth-

notes. The harp accompanies with single-line eighth-notes or rolled chords in sixteenth-notes. 

Pedal markings are supplied to the harpist throughout Hiraeth. 

 The composition’s strength lies in its lush harmony: chords with added sevenths, ninths, 

and elevenths are common, as well as minor chords with an added major sixth (these can be 
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categorized as tertian harmony with upper extentions). The saxophone line often emphasizes the 

chord’s seventh and ninth (see Example 58).  

Hiraeth can be a useful intonation study for the intermediate saxophonist, since the piece 

is tonal and the melody is written in the saxophone’s upper register (see Example 58). Hiraeth 

would be a good addition to a junior saxophone or harp recital. 

Example 58.  Main theme in Mimet's Hiraeth, mm. 30-33. 

 
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1981 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 
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Sonatine – Jean-Louis Petit 

Petit, Jean-Louis (b. 1937) 
Sonatine pour Saxophone alto et Harpe: “Hommage à Mozart” (1991) 
Availability: P. J. Tonger 
Duration: 14 minutes 20 seconds 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Titles: 
I. Calme, quarter-note ±64, trés libre – trés rapide, minimum quarter-note =120 – libre. 
II. Nostalgique-lumaire-détimbréé-immotériel. 
III. Quarter-note=60 – prestissimo – quarter-note=60. 
  
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 4 
Rhythm 5 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 5 
Ensemble Demands 5 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 3 Fingerings 5 
Articulation 5 Pedal Changes 5 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 1 
  

Petit’s Sonatine is an atonal piece. While both saxophone and harp parts require 

virtuosity, they are idiomatic and practical to execute. The saxophone part is in the regular 

range,74 there are no consecutive intervals greater than a fifth, and fast passages are slurred. The 

harp part does not have any extended techniques, and the division between the hands is clear. 

The score and parts are handwritten and not always clear. 

                                                 

74 That is, the saxophone’s written . 
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 Movement I is framed by a quasi cadenza for the saxophone, punctuated by blocked (not 

rolled) chords in the harp. In the middle section (minimum quarter-note=120) Petit creates a near 

constant stream of sixteenth-notes for the saxophone, with varied articulations. The harp and the 

saxophone begin to alternate sixteenth-note phrases. At first, phrases coincide with bar lines (in 

2/4), yet this orderly trade becomes complex as meter shifts unexpectedly between 2/4 and 3/4 

(see Example 59). 

Example 59.  Phrase exchange in Petit's Sonatine, Movement I, mm. 96-104. 

 
 © 1991 P. J. Tonger. Used with permission. 
  

 In movement II, titled Nostalgique, the harpist plays a continuous sixteenth-note cluster, 

very softly. While this accompaniment takes place, the saxophonist performs a melody based on 

the whole tone scale. The melody is notated in whole, half, and half-note triplets, and is to be 

executed without vibrato. 

 Movement III begins with a repeated quarter-note chord in the harp. The saxophone is 

marked espressivo with a legato melody of eighth- and quarter-notes. The prestissimo middle 

section is reminiscent of the active section in movement I; however, in movement III the harp 
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and saxophone sixteenth-note phrases overlap and even occur simultaneously. The tempo and 

texture change to familiar repeated quarter-notess from the opening of the movement. The piece 

comes to a close with a series of open fifths from E-flat, creating an effect of great consonance. 
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La Carne e Cotta – Griffith Rose 

Rose, Griffith (b. 1936) 
La Carne e Cotta (1984) 
Dedication: Pour Didier Cressot et Dominique Argillet (though Londeix records the piece for 
Daniel Kienzy) 
Availability: Aria Artists Music (ASCAP) www.ariamusic.org 
Duration: c. 11 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Titles: I. quarter-note=40;  II. quarter-note=112;  III. quarter-note=140;  IV. quarter-

note=112; V. quarter-note=84;  VI. quarter-note=72, molto ritmico; VII. quarter-note=50 
(Scherzetto pour Eric Mather);  VIII. quarter-note=30, rubato;  IX. quarter-note=144, 
molto ritmico;  X. quarter-note=112; XI. eighth-note=120;  XII. Très lent, vague: 
Berceuse pour Paulus Trojahn; XIII. quarter-note=96. 

  

Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 
Criteria Grade 

Meter 6 
Key Signature 6 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 6 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 6 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone  Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
Criteria Grade Criteria Grade

Range 6 Fingerings 6 
Articulation 6 Pedal Changes 6 
Extended Techniques 6 

 

Extended Techniques 5 
  

La Carne e Cotta is a complex avant-garde piece. La Carne e Cotta is comprised of 

thirteen short movements. Ranging from 20 seconds (Movement IX) to 90 seconds (movement 

VIII) in duration, every miniature differs in character. 

The texture throughout the piece is pointillistic: phrases are short, separated from each 

other by silence. Wide interval leaps are common within each phrase. While the piece might 

sound improvised in parts, it is notated throughout with no pitch or duration choices. 

Rose places a great challenge upon the saxophonist. Altissimo, multiphonics, slap tongue, 
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and extreme dynamics in all ranges are common. Most of the multiphonic fingerings are written 

in the part, and are correct. At times, the saxophonist is asked to sing one note while playing 

another note. For example, in movement VI, measure 5, the saxophonist is asked to sing an F# 

while playing a G# (see Example 60). 

Example 60.  Saxophonist singing while playing in Rose's La Carne e Cotta, Movement VI, mm. 
4-6. 

 
© Griffith Rose (SACEM) 

 

The harp part is very challenging as well, with wide leaps, awkward finger stretches, 

intricate rhythms, and single and double harmonics (see Example 61). 

Example 61.  Single and double harmonics in Rose's La Carne e Cotta, Movement VII, mm. 11-
14. 

 
© Griffith Rose (SACEM) 
 

La Carne e Cotta is published as a large, handwritten score. Any attempt to produce a 

professional recording of La Carne e Cotta would be a great feat. 
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Séaodie III – François Rossé  

Rossé, François (b. 1945) 
Séaodie III (1985) 
Dedication: à Philippe Dipetta et Anne-Marie Denizot 
Availability: Billaudot 
Duration: c. 3 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: quarter-note=48-52 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: Medium difficult. Suitable for freshman/sophomore in college. 
Criteria Grade 

Meter 4 
Key Signature 4 
Tempo 4 
Note/rest value 3 
Rhythm 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 5 
Ensemble Demands 3 
 

Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
Criteria Grade Criteria Grade

Range 2 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 3 Pedal Changes 2 
Extended Techniques 3 

 

Extended Techniques 4 
  

Séaodie III uses advanced notation techniques such as playing independently until cue, or 

repeating a motive for a prescribed duration in seconds. Both saxophone and harp parts are fairly 

easy and can be managed by intermediate players. For a reproduction of a page of the score 

exemplifying these techniques (see Example 62).  

The piece is structured as a single unit, gradually increasing in intensity. Séaodie III 

opens with a long   in the saxophone, with dynamic markings of p and pp; the harp 

punctuates this with single, short, isolated notes. Phrases gradually ascend through the range of 

the saxophone as the harp’s punctuations become more elaborate. The piece climaxes with a f<ff     

held for seven seconds. Rossé use of the pitch F as an opening note and a climax 
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note unifies the piece. A two- to three-second pause after the climax brings the listener to the 

coda: an , held ad libitum. The release is marked with the harp, frappé sur la table. 

Séaodie III is a good vehicle for introducing twentieth century techniques to young players.  

Example 62.  Idiomatic writing; harp and saxophone play independently in Rossé’s Séaodie III, 
p. 3 of score. 

 

Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 1983 Gérard Billaudot Editeur S.A., Paris. 
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Through a Winter Landscape – Nicolas Scherzinger 

Scherzinger, Nicolas (b. 1968) 
Through a Winter Landscape (2002) 
Dedication: to Julia Nolan and Rita Constanzi 
Availability: www.scherzimusic.com 
Duration: c. 12 minutes 
Instrumentation: soprano saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: faint, as seen through a mist 
  
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Difficult. Professional level, suitable for college undergraduate study.  
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 1 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 5 
Note/rest value 3 
Rhythm 5 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 4 
Ensemble Demands 4 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 3 Fingerings 4 
Articulation 3 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 1 
  

In the program note to the score, Nicolas Scherzinger writes:  

Through a Winter Landscape takes the listener through a musical sound world very similar to 
the visual described above [winter in Okanagan Valley in British Columbia]. The work 
begins with the beautiful sonorities typical of the harp and the soprano saxophone. 
Eventually, these wonderfully bright colors fade away into the darker characteristics of the 
two instruments. The piece remains in darkness for quite some time, with both instruments 
struggling toward a light they eventually reach in the last moments of the piece. The music 
remains highly lyrical throughout.75 

 

                                                 
75 Nicolas Scherzinger. “Program Note.” Through a Winter Landscape. Scherzimusic, ASCAP: 2001. 
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Through a Winter Landscape is through-composed. The piece uses a half-diminished chord as a 

main source for both melodic and harmonic content (see Example 63). Both saxophone and harp 

have sixteenth-note triplet subdivision in a slow pulse (quarter-note=69, 76, 54, etc).  

The harp part is well edited and clear to the performer: all pedal changes are clearly and 

correctly marked; the division between the right and left hands is clear; a distinct definition 

between plucked and rolled chords is made. Both saxophone and harp parts are supplied with 

courtesy accidentals throughout. Through a Winter Landscape would be a wonderful addition to 

a senior saxophone or harp recital. 

Example 63.  Use of half-diminished chords in Scherzinger's Through a Winter Landscape, mm. 
22-23. 

 
 

© 2001 Nicolas Scherzinger (ASCAP).
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Comme un drame dérisoire… (II) – Eric Sprogis 
 
Sprogis, Eric  
Comme un drame dérisoire… (II) 3 pièces pour Saxophone alto et Harpe (1991/3) 
Dedication: à Max Jezouin 
Availability: Sprogis is looking for an editor for his piece; he may send you a manuscript copy. 
<esprogis@wanadoo.fr> 
Duration: c. 8 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: I. II. III. 
  
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 5 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 6 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone  Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 6 Fingerings 5 
Articulation 4 Pedal Changes 5 
Extended Techniques 3 

 

Extended Techniques 6 
 

Comme un drame dérisoire… (II) (“like a ridiculous drama”) displays a blend of aleatoric 

and predetermined elements. Each of the three pièces has sections of regular meter (3/4 or 4/4), 

as well as unmetered sections. Some phrases are notated as graphic symbols for improvised 

pitches in a specific range; some are fully notated (see Example 64). 
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Example 64.  Graphic and standard notation in Sprogis's Comme un drame dérisoire…(II), 
Movement II, mm. 10-12. 

 
© 1993 Eric Sprogis. 
 

The first movement is calm and introspective. It opens with a series of improvised 

phrases by the harp. As the saxophone enters, the meter changes to 3/4 (quarter-note=69). The 

saxophone plays long durations in the middle register. There is an intricate interplay of half-steps 

and unisons here: the saxophone alternates between A# and B, E, and F. The harp shifts between 

playing in unison and a half-step away from the saxophone. The overall effect is of a modern 

prelude, constantly shifting in and out of unison. 

The second movement opens in 4/4, with the saxophone playing a melody of quarter-

notes and eighth-notes. The harp accompanies with trills. The melody becomes syncopated, and 

then becomes 14 seconds of free improvisation. The 4/4 meter resumes, with quarter-note 

harmonics in the harp. Both saxophone and harp play a phrase with the same rhythm, but 
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different notes; the saxophone is in altissimo. The movement ends with three ascending harp 

sounds: each sound is a two-note, half-step cluster. 

Movement III is far longer than movements I and II. The third movement opens with an 

orderly pattern in 3/4. The pulse becomes irregular with short holds between measures; the harp 

part has double harmonics in quarter-notes. New tempo marking of eighth-note=136 ushers 

intricate counterpoint of eighth-, triplet-, and sixteenth-notes between the harp and the 

saxophone. Marked ff, this rhythmically dense moment is climactic. The texture changes to trills 

of a minor third in the saxophone and fifth-based chords in the harp. The piece ends with the 

saxophone instructed to improvise using given nine pitches. A held chord in the harp has a 

marked release by a slap tongue on the saxophone’s  .  

The piece is currently in manuscript. Sprogis supplied an index page with detailed 

description of all symbols, but his handwriting is difficult to read at times. 
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Cinq Nocturnes – Edward Staempfli 

Staempfli, Edward (1908-2002) 
Cinq Nocturnes pour saxophone alto et harpe (1985) 
Availability: Ries & Erler 
Duration: c. 11 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Titles: I. Lent II. Allant III. Modéré IV. Assez animé V. Sans hâte 
  
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Medium difficult, suitable for undergraduate study 
 

Criteria Grade
Meter 3 
Key Signature 4 
Tempo 2 
Note/rest value 3 
Rhythm 4 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 3 
Ensemble Demands 3 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 3 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 3 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 1 
 

Written for Detlef Bensmann and Marianna Schmidt, Cinq Nocturnes is a lyrical 

composition written in an impressionist style. 

The technical demands from the saxophonist are modest: there is very sparse use of the 

lowest notes of the saxophone (                                                      ), and most of the phrases are slurred. These 

modest technical demands will allow the developing saxophonist to concentrate on accuracy of 

intonation and sensitivity of vibrato. 
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The harp part is practical as well. Finger stretches never exceed a sixth, the division 

between the right and left hand is clear and logical, pedal markings are correctly marked 

throughout, and there are no harmonics or effects. 

The first movement, Lent (quarter-note=60), displays Debussy-like harmonies in the harp 

and a meandering melody in the saxophone, constantly changing subdivision between triple and 

duple. The second movement, Allant, (dotted quarter-note=84), is in 6/8. The main motive is 

rising-and-falling single-line eighth-notes in both harp and saxophone. The third movement, 

Modéré, (quarter-note=72) is in 3/4 and 4/4. The harp accompaniment features a recurring 

quintuplet ostinato in both hands. The saxophone part shifts continuously between two, three, 

five, and six notes per beat. This is the most rhythmically intricate movement in the piece (see 

Example 65). 

The fourth movement, Assez animé, (two eighth-notes=126), is in 5/8. The harp supplies 

the rhythmic material in this movement: constant eighth-notes, alternating between a 3-2 and a 2-

3 grouping. The melodic content in the saxophone part consists of 5 or 4 eighth-notes followed 

by a held note.  

The last movement, Sans hâte, brings back phrases and textures from the first movement.  

Example 65.  Rhythmically intricate writing in Staempfli's Cing Nocturnes, Movement III, mm. 
21-23. 

 
© 1985 Ries & Erler. Used with permission. 
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Chrysalides – Marc Tallet 

Tallet, Marc (b. 1951) 
Chrysalides (1982) 
Dedication: Sylvie Beltrando et Daniel Kientzy 
Availability: Editions Musicales Européennes, www.emepublish.com 
Duration: c. 7 minutes 
Instrumentation: alto saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: note head (no stem)≈50 
 
  
Grade Level of Difficulty: Very difficult. Professional level, suitable for graduate study. 
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 6 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 6 
Note/rest value 5 
Rhythm 6 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 6 
Ensemble Demands 6 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade
Range 3 Fingerings 3 
Articulation 6 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 6 

 

Extended Techniques 6 
  

Chrysalides is an atonal, avant-garde piece with many aleatoric elements. Chrysalides 

has no bar lines, meter, or pulse. Events are specially related to each other, and many of the 

gestures are pitch choices in boxes, for the performer to repeat at will (see Example 66). Due to 

these constrictions, every performance of Chrysalides would be unique.  

 Both harp and saxophone parts are well edited. In the harp part, a pedal diagram appears 

on the first page of the score. Pedal changes are marked throughout. Harmonics, nail glissandi, 

and prés de la table are used moderately and clearly marked. Several other effects, such as 

switching pedals while a chord is ringing, are explained in detail on the index page. 
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 The saxophone part calls for slap tongue, flutter tongue, many different multiphonics, and 

multiphonics with flutter tongue. All multiphonics have suggested fingerings that work well. 

Surprisingly, the part does not contain altissimo. Unlike other pieces in this genre (such as 

DiBetta’s Fissures), Chrysalides has no ambiguity regarding performance issues. 

Example 66.  Pitch choices in Tallet's Chrysalides, p. 4 of score. 

 
© 1995 Éditions Musicales Européennes. 
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Elegy – Günther Tautenhahn 

Tautenhahn, Günther (b. 1938) 
Elegy (1969) 
Availability: Seesaw Music Corp 
Duration: c. 2½ minutes 
Instrumentation: tenor saxophone and harp 
Movement Title: Con Malimonia (quarter-note=60) 
  
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: Difficult. Professional level, suitable for college undergraduate study. 
 

Criteria Grade 
Meter 3 
Key Signature 5 
Tempo 2 
Note/rest value 4 
Rhythm 5 
Musical Needs: Phrasing, Dynamics 4 
Ensemble Demands 5 
 
 
Grade Level of Difficulty: saxophone   Grade Level of Difficulty: harp 
 

Criteria Grade Criteria Grade 
Range 3 Fingerings 4 
Articulation 4 Pedal Changes 3 
Extended Techniques 1 

 

Extended Techniques 2 
  

Elegy is a brief, somber piece of transparent textures. Written in 5/4 throughout, Elegy 

has a sense of slow pulse, but the meter is not recognizable since phrases are rhythmically 

irregular and often start on different beats of the measure. The prevailing texture is single-note 

lines with varied subdivisions. The harp does not accompany the saxophone, but rather it is a full 

partner to the melodic content. 

The piece makes wide use of the tenor saxophone’s range (no altissimo), from                  

to             , the last sound in the piece. 
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The harp part is not idiomatic and poses some difficulties. The lines written for the harp 

are highly chromatic, causing the harpist to change pedals constantly. Measure 24 features 

double harmonics in both hands, with parallel fifths in the left hand and parallel minor sevenths 

in the right hand (see Example 67). The double harmonics in the right hand are impossible to 

execute. Possible solutions to this difficulty would be to either omit the lower line in the right 

hand, or play the passage as regular notes, omitting the harmonic effect. 

Example 67.  Double harmonics in the harp part in Tautenhahn's Elegy, mm. 24. 

 
© 1969 Subito Music. Used with permission. 
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